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The April Plenutn of the C.P .S. U. 
T HE April Plenum of the Central Committee and 

Central Control Commission considered two very 
important issues arising out of the economic and 

political life of the U.S.S.R.: the results of the grain 
collecting campaign and the lessons of the Shakhty case. • 
The difficulties met with in carrying through the grain
collection campaign, and also the economic counter
revolution discovered in the Don Basin mining industry 
have provided the basis for an extraordinarily intense 
anti-Soviet campaign abroad. \Ve know now that the 
social-democrats have broken all records for malice and 
slander against the U.S.S.R. in their endeavour to exploit 
both these questions in order to discredit the Soviet 
system and to strengthen their own position against the 
Communists in the election struggle. But it is doubtful 
whetlier their slanderous campaign against the U.S.S.R. 
has aided the social-democrats in their counter-revolu
tionary campaign: rather the reverse. Their defence of 
the counter-revolutionary specialists has only aroused 
indignation among dass-conscious workers, who knm\· 
that the international bourgeoisie resort to all ways and 
means for the purpose of struggling \rith the socialism 
which is being built up in the U.S.S.R. Nor have the 
malevolent hopes of the leaders of social-clemocracv been 
justified in regard to the grain campaign difticnlti~s, for 
on the whole the Soviet Covernment has alread\· over
come those difficulties and \\·ill in an\" case he ·able to 
settle them finally. . 

The decisions made bv the Plenum of the C.C. 
and C.C.C. have very great importance for the further 
development of socialist construction in the U.S.S.R., 
since in the course of considering these topical questions 
the Plenum touched upon a number of radical ques
ions of party policy. 

W HAT is the explanation of the difficulties \rhich 
have arisen in carrying through the grain cam
paign? There are a number of reasons. The 

fundamental one is the disproportion between the pur-

* The case of economic sabotage in the Don Basin mines. 
Those accused are now on trial. 

chasing power demand of the villages and the supply 
of industrial goods. This disproportion \\·as intensified 
this year owing to a number of errors on the part of the 
nlanning direction. The clivergen~·r: in the c.n·lcs .,f 
production in the to\\'ns and villages is of great import
ance to the economic life of the country. This divergence 
finds expression in the fad that the period when the 
peasants realise their harvest ,·oilll·ides with the very 
period \rhen industrial production is at its lowe:-;t (owing 
to summer holidays). This circumstance had unusual 
influenL'l' this ye~r owing to the inadequate nature of 
the goods reserves and the neL·essity of increasing sup
plies to the towns during the autumn period. The 
divergence in the cycles of production is also severe 
owing to the fact that hitherto the Soviet rouble has not 
become a means of accumulation to an ad equal!: extent, 
that the peasantrv are still not clepositin7 their curret1L'y 
.;urplus in the Soviet system of agricultural LTedit. 

A :'\ intensification of the disproportion \\"as also in
duced by the circumstance that this year there \ras 
a great increase in the non-agricultural income of 

the peasantry, and in particular in their receipts from 
\mrk in connection with the extension of building 
activities. Despite the general slowness in tempo of 
the gnn,·th of agriculture, the income of the Yillages 
generally, and in particular of l heir affluent, kulak sec
tion, has greatly increased. There \\·as also the influence 
of the rise of prices for agricultural products takeu to
gether with a fall in industrial goods prices. Owing to 
the fall in prices of industrial goods, the increase in the 
,,olume of industrial production did not secure an ade
quate increase in the marketable surplus of grain. All 
these economic causes, taken in conjunction \rith the 
deficiencies and errors of the planning direction, had 
,great influence in the direction of establishing an un
favourable situation during the grain campaign. 

The difference in prices for grain, etc., and the pro
ducts of dairy farming and stock-raising also had great 
importance. This difference in prices impelled the peas
antrY to realise on their stock and their produce in the 
first. place, and made the marketing of grain much less 
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advantageous. This factor played all the greater role 
since grain was placed under worse conditions in regard 
to taxation. This set up favourable conditions for the 
kulaks in the sense of enabling them to exploit the par
ticular combination of circumstances. For the kulak 
section, whose income was growing, and who had great 
quantities of grain in their hands (although compara
tively the quantity was much smaller than that in the 
hands of the middle peasants) was afforded the possi
bility of drawing a section of the middle peasants with 
them in the direction of exerting pressure on the Soviet 
prices policy, and of speculation on the grain market. 
They were also aided by the fact that the State grain
collecting- organisations were not adequately organised ~m 
the grain market, that the grain-collection machinery 
was inadequately prepared for the campaign, and that 
insufficient attention had been paid to the last industrial 
demand made by the villages. The circumstance that 
the Party organisations, pre-occupied with the Party 
discussion, did not give sufficient attention to the grain 
campaign also had its influence, while u certain separate 
elements of the Party, especially in the villages, proved 
to be incapable of putting up sufficient opposition to the 
kulaks and correspondingly to raise the bottom and 
middle strata of the villages to an active role." The 
danger which arose on the grain-collecting front 
threatened extraordinarily serious consequences for the 
entire economic structure in the U.S.S.R. The resolu
tion adopted by the Plenum of the C.C. and C.C.C. 
points to the fact that all the above mentioned circum
stances "led as a whole to the greatest economic difficul
ties, which developed on the basis of an enormous growth 
of productive forces and of their socialist section, 
difficulties which would never have arisen if there had 
been a timely, correct balancing of the fundamental 
elements of economv and an elimination of the short
comings of the ecoz-wmic and Party machinery." 

A CAREFUL analvsis of the causes of the difficul
ties in the collection of grain showed that those 
causes are completely avoidable, that those 

difficulties do not in the least cast doubt upon the sound
ness of the Party's general line, that they were of a 
character arising out of the particular combination of 
circumstances, which combination in the given case was 
unsoundly planned, partly because the Party was 
absorbed in the discussion. All this afforded the kulak 
the opportunity to exploit a situation advantageous to 
him. 

In order to liquidate the difficulties, the Party C.C. 
was forced to adopt a number of measures directed on 
the one hand to a correction of the errors of the Plan
ning Commission, in the sense of supplying the village 
market with industrial goods, of increasing taxation on 
the upper strata of the villages, the introduction of a 
loan, the consolidation of peasant economy, the law for 
self-assessment with a view to tapping village accumu
lation in currency form, and for the productive applica
tion of a large part of that accumulation in the villages 
themselves. On the other hand the C.C. had to adopt 
measures with a view to putting up a stern opposition 
to the kulak and the private trader, to the isolation of 
the "kulak, to strengthen the unity of Soviet organisa-

tions working on the gram market, the mobilisation of 
the Party, and cleansing of the Soviet and Party 
machinery from those elements which were incapable 
of putting up the necessary resistance to the kulak 
elements which had lost their class sagacity. Some of 
these measures are of an extraordinary character, con
ditioned by the unusual severity of the ·difficulties. The 
measures which the Party adopted for the liquidation of 
the grain-collection difficulties have completely justified 
their application. This is proved by the fact that the 
grain-collection plan has been fully carried out during 
the past quarters : the collection during nine months of 
this year amounts to 644 million pood.s as against 617 
millions for the preceding year. The results and lessons 
of the grain collection campaign are of great importance 
both in themselves and in connection with the necessitv 
for preparing for the campaign of the coming year. . 

The resolntion adopted by the Plenum of the C.C. 
and the C.C.C. thus formulates the general results of 
this campaign : "The joint plenum of the C.C. and 
C.C.C. notes an improvement and freshening of Party 
work in the villages, a decline in the role and influence 
of the kulak, a revival of the work among the village 
poor and a raising of the authority of the Soviet Govern
ment among the fundamental ma~s of peasantry, despite 
a certain dissatisfaction manifested by the upper sec
tion of the middle peasantry, particularly in connection 
with the perversions of policy which have occurred." 
This general result of the grain campaign will have 
great importance for the conduct of Party policy in the 
villages, if the Party and Soviet organs are able swiftly 
to eliminate those errors which have occurred during the 
grain-collection campaign. In fundamentals these errors 
have amounted to a tendencv to return to "war com
munism," and might "give protracted negative results 
both politically and economically," since they would 
worsen relations with the basic mass of the peasantry: 
the middle peasant. Consequently the Plenum pointed 
out that this kind of error, which affects not onlv the 
kulak hut the middle peasant, and which breaks ·away 
from the main line of Party policy, radically diverges 
from that line, and it called for a ruthless struggle with 
such tendencies. 

The decisions reached by the Party's Fifteenth 
Congress to intensify the collectivisation of agriculture 
and to intensifv the attack on the kulak do not in the 
least repeal N.E.P., do not exclude individual accumu
lation on the part of working peasant households, do 
not annihilate revolutionary legality. It is the consolida
tion of the alliance with the middle peasant, the inten
sification of the organisation of the villege poor, a growth 
in might of the strategic points of the proletarian state 
which have established the possibility of realising the 
line laid down by the Fifteenth Party Congress. The 
C.C. and C.C.C. Plenum noted that the realisation of 
the Congress decision to attack the kulak "must develop 
hv wav of a svstematic increase in the taxation of the 
k'ulak: the restriction of his tendencies towards exploit
ation ... " "by affording support in all ways and by all 
means to the work of bringing the great masses of 
peasantry into co-operative methods, and to all forms of 
collective economy, the organisation of the village poor, 
and the systematic growth of all the forms and methods 
of State planning influence on the market and on the 
small peasant husbandry." 
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T HE severity of the difficulties connected. wi~h the 
grain campaign is also explained by the clrcum
stance that the U.S.S.R. is forced to build its 

economic system at an extraordinarily swift tempo in 
order to strengthen the basis for a new system of agri
culture within the country, and also in order to overtake 
capitalist countries. For this very reason any errors 
oti the part of the planning direction make themselves 
felt with particular severity. The preparation for the 
forthcoming grain-collection campaign demands that the 
Party should consolidate those positive results which the 
campaign has yielded : the further development of the 
attack on the kulaks, the strengthening of the organisa
tion of the village poor, the improvement of the grain 
collecting machinery, and the establishment of greater 
unity in that machinery. But simultaneously, while 
taking into account the severity of the difficulties created 
by the errors of the planning direction, it is necessary 
to set up such conditions as will avoid fresh difficulties, 
by carrying out a number of economic measures for the 
establishing of a greater production among individual 
sections of the national economy, for extending the 
production of industry, for establishing an industrial 
reserve and for ensuring the further extension of areas 
under cultivation. The inadequate tempo of develop
ment of agriculture noted by the Fifteenth Congress 
demands increased work in the direction of raising the 
productive forces of agriculture, while directing it con
stantly in greater degree along the line of collectivisa
tion, along the line of enlarging the planned regulation 
of agriculture on the part of the Soviet State. 

I N the struggle against the proletarian dictatorship 
the international bourgeoisie, which is endeavouring 
to exploit our economic difficulties in order to in

tensify the pressure on the U.S.S.R., the international 
social-democracy, which is taking as its fundamental 
task the discrediting of the proletarian dictatorship in 
the eyes of the working class of other countries, and 
the kulaks, who are endeavouring to weaken the alliance 
between the working class and the main mass of peas
antry by their malicious agitation on the " repeal of 
N.E.P." etc., are concentrating their forces. The 
game these class enemies are playing will be beaten, 
thanks to the sound policy of the Soviet Government, 
which is directed to strengthening the alliance with the 
middle peasant, tlte consolidation of the proletarian basis 
of the village-the organisation of the village poor-and 
the consolidation of the industrial basis of the proletarian 
dictatorship, in the sense of a successful movement to
wards socialism, which evokes continually growing 
support among the worker masses throughout the world. 

T HE Shakhty affair, which has already been ade
quately dealt with in our press, raised a number 
of big problems in regard to the .economic construc

tion of the U.S.S.R. The most important of those 
problems is that of drawmg the masses into the work 
of directing proauction, that of relations with special
ists and that of the role of "communist directors." 
The Shakhty affair shows that the proletarian State has 
to overcome enormous difficulties in its worK of socialist 
co.11struction. Those difficulties consist not only in the 
fact that the U.S.S.R. has to manage almost exclusively 

with its own internal resources, not only in the fact that 
socialism has to be built up in an extraordinarily back
ward country both economically and culturally, but also 
in the fact that. it has to overcome the most expert 
methods of the st;:uggle carried on by the international 
counter-revolution against the pro1C'tanan dictatorship. 
Despite all these difficulties, despite dl the injury done 
by the agents of the international bourgeoisie, despite 
their sabotage, the working class of the U.S.S.R. has 
succeeded in winning enormous successes in its work of 
construction. No matter how the enemies of the Soviet 
system endeavour on the basis of the Shakhty affair to 
d~stroy the trust of the working class of other countries 
in the U.S.S.R., the enormous succ<:sses of construction 
achieved despite all the difficulties set up by the enemies 
of the U.S.S.R. demonstrate the exceptional stability 
arid the enormous internal strength of the Country nf 
proletarian dictatorship. 

T HE Shakhtv affair shows none the less that there 
are a number of big defects, which must be o~er
come in order that socialist construction may y1eld 

still greater results. The mines affair could occur thanks 
to the fact that in individual spheres of industry or in 
individual sections impermissible relations have been 
established between the " communist directors" and the 
specialists, thanks to the insufficient attraction of 
workers into the direction of production, thanks to the 
severance of the directing organs, the trade union and 
the Party organisations in these sections, from the work
ing masses, thanks to the feeble direction of the econo
mic construction in these sections by the Party organi
sations. An inadequate check on the work of specialists, 
a blunting of class perception, a failure to depencl in 
adequate measure on the better class of specialists, a 
failure to offer resistance to those elements among the 
specialists who are injuring the work of construction, a 
caste spirit among the latter, a failure to establish a 
rallying base among the workers specially trained and 
sent out to the enterprises-all this has led to the situa
tion in which counter-revolution could exist so long with 
impunity in the Don Basin. No less significance has 
to be attached to the defects in the work of the trade 
union organisations, which have failed to bring the prob
lem of drawing the workers into the direction of pro
duction into sufficient prominence, and have paid aston
ishingly little attention to production conferences and 
other methods of drawing the workers into economic 
construction. On the other hand, not everywhere have 
the trade union organisations stood adequately to the 
defence of the every-day interests of the workers either 
in the sense of improving the conditions of labour, or in 
that of carrying out those measures for raising the 
standard of the \Vorkers' existence indicated by the 
Soviet Government. 

T HE defects in the work of the Party organisations 
in the Shakhty area and in their direction of the 
trade unions and the industrialists played a large 

part in the Shakhty affair. A lack of response to the 
indications afforded bv the workers, the absence of 
control over the work- of the trade unions, a formal 
approach to the work of the economic organs, and an 
unhealthy situation inside the Party organisation have 
all helped to maintain conditions in which the defects 
of economic work and of trade union work have had a 
particularly severe effect. 
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The possibility of such phenomena as the Don 
Basin affair is the result of the extraordinarily difficult 
conditions of construction, in which specialist~ have to 
be used who have far from outlived their old bourgeois 
sympathies and habits; and when the persons carrying 
on the business of construction do not always know how 
to resist hostile influences. But at the same time the 
possibilities of struggle with such phenomena are very 
great in the Sm·iet system. It has to be borne in mind 
that the Shahkt\· affair was discovered bv the workers 
themseh·es, that· as the commission which investigated 
the affair declared, despite the enormous gaps in the 
work of the local organisation, the workers of the 
Shakhtv area retained unbounded faith in the Soviet 
l.overninent and the C. P .S. U., and that finally, despite 
the prolonged subversive activities of the counter
revolutionaries, the Don coal industry has developed at 
an extraordinarilv swift tempo thanks to the creative 
will of the work~rs. And to the creative will, to the 
vigilance of the workers the Party appeals in order to 
avoid such phenomena in the future. The C.C. and 
C.C.C. Plenum indicated a number of measures for 

- living down the consequences of the Shakhty affair and 
for the avoidance of such incidents in the future. 

These measures ma\· be summarised as, first, the 
setting up of sound n;nditions for the work of the 
specialists, the support of those specialists who honestly 
do their work, a ruthless struggle against the sabot
aging elements among the specialists, and the prepara
tion of new ranks of " red specialists" ; secondly in 
establishing sound relations between the "communist 
directors" and the specialists, the increase in the pro
ductional and technical qualifications of the "communist 
directors," the improvement of their work, and so on ; 
and finallv, a number of measures guaranteeing that the 
masses silall be drawn into the work of direction by 

means of informing them of economic plans, by increas
ing the work of production conferences, the setting up 
of temporary control commissions of workers in large 
enterprises, -the strict introduction of improvements in 
the conditions of labour and in the life of the workers. 
The Plenum recognised the necessity of improving the 
work of Party organisations as the most important pre
requisite of carrying through all these proposals. "THE chief conditions," says the C.C. and C.C.C. 

Plenum, "for the guarantee of a successful 
accomplishment of all the measures indicated 

must be the realisation of the slogan of self-criticism, 
and also a great improvement in the work of the Party 
organisations, in the task of achieving internal Party 
democracy and the intensified dav-to-dav struggle with 
defects it{ the work of the Party, trade u~ion, Soviet and 
economic organs." Self-criticism, which must consist 
of the workers and toiling masses openly and more than 
ever raising questions of the defects and errors of State 
and communal organisations, and in indicating ways of 
outlh·ing those errors and defects in the pages of the 
Soviet press and through their organisations, is a 
mighty instrument of socialist construction. In future 
as hitherto, the \Vhite Guard and social-democratic 
hounds will seize on those voices of criticism which come 
from those masses on whom the system of proletarian 
dictatorship is based. But the international working 
class will evaluate that self-criticism as one of the 
greatest achievements of the Soviet system, which affords 
the workers and toilers the opportunity of correcting and 
directing the course of socialist construction. The inter
national working class will be able to distinguish that 
proletarian self-criticism which reflects the will of the 
great masses to overcome difficulties, and to construct 
and achieve socialism, from that "criticism" with which 
the bourgeois and social-democratic enemies of the 
U.S.S.R. who are endeavouring to ·undermine the very 
basis of the proletarian dictatorship occupy themselves. 

New Chapter in the History 
Class Struggle 

A of the 

T HE "democratic" elections to the Japanese parlia
ment were carried out under conditions of extreme 
police and Fascist terror. The results of these 

elections served as a signal for a new reign of repression. 
An organised campaign was inaugurated against all 
workers' and peasants' organisations which were openly 
in opposition to Japanese imperialism, and especially 
against the still young Communist Party of Japan. 
\\'hen the results of the elections began to be made 
generally known, the attacks on Communists and mem
bers of the left-wing workers' and peasants' organisa
tions, which had begun during the election campaign, 
increased. Masses of workers and peasants were thrown 
into prison ; police raids were made on trade union 
organisations and the \\·orkers' and Peasants' Party. 
Fascist pogroms completed the picture. The Tanaka 
Government sent fresh troops to China to continue their 
counter-revolutionary and hangmen's intervention. In 

• tn Japan 
order to crush any kind of oppos1t1on in the country, 
the Government outlawed not onlv the Communist 
Party, which had always been forced to work illegally, 
but also the legal mass organisations of the workers, 
peasants and students, whose membership numbered 
hundreds of thousands. 

Tanaka's military-reactionary government mobilised 
the entire power of the State and the Fascist bands in 
order to carry the elections through successfully. The 
most brutal repressions were employed against all elec
tors with left tendencies ; the workers and peasants and 
the organisations in which they were organised. The 
Covernment made the utmost use of the "law for the 
maintenance of peace," the antidote to the workers' 
electoral rights, in order to suppress and misrepresent 
the wishes of the working masses in Japan. Tanaka's 
government made use of all these " super-democratic" 
measures in order to secure a parliamentary majority 
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that would leave their hands free to continue their reac
tionary domestic policy and to strengthen their policy 
of plunder, disintegration and slaughter in China. 

These measures did not meet with success. Tanaka 
only secured an uncertain majority of two seats over 
the Liberal opposition, and a minority of the total votes 
polled, which was a big defeat. Still the real political 
meaning of the electoral campaign was not to be found 
in the struggle between the bourgeois parties, but in the 
fact that the revolutionary workers in Japan were able 
to establish a broad class-front against reaction, in spite 
of the Government oppression and the treacherous role 
of the Japanese social-reformists. 

The Japanese workers and toiling peasantry are 
awakening for the first time to the revolutionary mass 
struggle against imperialism and are thereby opening 
up a new epoch in the history of Japan. Rodo Nominto, 
the Workers' and Peasants' Party, received II2,ooo 
votes at the municipal elections and increased that figure 
at the parliamentary elections, securing 192,ooo votes 
and two seats in Parliament. The left trade union 
federation, Hiogikei, which has ro,ooo members, gave 
its full support to the Workers' and Peasants' Party. 
The mass federation of young workf!rs, which came out 
openly against the Government military policy and the 
imperialist plunder of China, was very active during the 
elections. 

The most important event of the electoral campaign 
was the stand taken by the Japanese Communists, who 
succeeded, at a time of the worst Fascist and police 
terror, in re-establishing the Party. Large masses of 
the workers adopted the Party slogans and at one blow 
the C.P. of Japan became the rallying centre of all the 
active revolutionary forces in the ranks of the Japanese 
workers. 

After the result's of the elections became known, the 
Government began a new campaign against revolution
ary China and an open Fascist attack on the mass 
organisations of the workers. Endeavours are being 
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made to rally all reactioliary forces against the Com
munist Party, the workers and the peasants under the 
banner of a holy war against the Red danger in Japan 
and the revolution in China. 

The " liberal" opposition lost no tinie in approving 
of the dissolution of Rodo Nominto, Hiogikei and the 
Youth League, although the unbridled Fascist bands had 
murdered the Liberal opponents of Tanaka. The social
reformist party also followed the example of the Liberals ; 
its leader Professor Abe declared that the "empire was 
sacred and inviolable." This party refrained even from 
protesting in parliament against the dissolution of the 
mass organisations of the Japanese workers and peasants. 

In the endeavour to strengthen the united front of 
the imperialists and the reformists, and to destroy the 
young revolutionary movement, now just beginning to 
spread its wings, the Japanese Government and its 
agents have had recourse to the well-tried methods
rumours of Moscow plots and Soviet gold. What mean 
and base calumniators! Hundreds and thousands of 
workers and peasants went to the polling booths, despite 
the terror, and gave vent to their hatred against im
perialist oppression. Half a million workers and peas
ants voted against the imperialists-this marks the be
ginning of a new movement, which is not to be deterred 
in its course by wicked lies and police persecution. 

The concocted reports about secret plots and the 
cruel persecutions did not succeed in intimidating the 
Japanese workers and peasants. They did not lay down 
their weapons. They demand the re-establishment of 
their dissolved organisations; they continue their 
struggle with increased vigour against the reactionary 
government and the war-adventurers. This struggle is 
being continuously strengthened by the influx of new 
masses of peasants and workers. 

This struggle marks the beginning of a mass 
struggle against Japanese predatory imperialism. It is 
a fight to defend the interests of the Japanese workers 
and peasants and to render active help to China, which 
is being bled to death in its heroic struggle against 
the imperialist robbers. 
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Great Britain and Arabia 
A. Shama 

ALTHOUGH relativelv near Europe, Arabia is still 
w·hat rna~· be called -an unknown country in the 
full sense of the word. There are reports from 

time to time in the European press about the inroads 
made by "wild" Bedouins into territory under British 
protection, wars between various States and the bombs 
dropped bv "cultured" British airmen. Let us endeav
our in thfs article to enquire into these apparent con
tradictions, created by European civilisers in this enor
mous peninsula. 

At the present time there are onlY two actual 
independent States in Arabia : Yemen a~d the united 
Hedjaz-Nejd. 

Already before the world war Yemen had practicallv 
gained independence in the struggle with the Turkish 
oppressors, and during the war this agricultural territorv 
was of little intt.:rest to the imperialist powers. Ther~
fore, during the war \' emen was able to strengthen its 
independence still further. The Emir, Imam \'ekie, was 
the only .-\.rabian Emir who did not receive a subsidv 
from Great Britain; he assisted Turkev to a certai~ 
extent. Recentlv this State has come u-nder the influ
ence of Italy, ha;·ing concluded an agreement in Septem
ber, 1926 {which was renewed by a treaty in July, 1927) 
to render mutual support. Italy is to supply Yemen 
with arms and military instructors. The growing 
strength of V em en constitutes a certain danger to British 
control in_ .~rabia, especially on account of its proximity 
to the Bntlsh fortress at Aden. In connection with the 
reports about the attacks of British airmen on the Nejd 
tnbe, reports ha,·e been circulated to the effect that air 
expeditions are being sent from Aden aaainst the Yemen 
tribes. ~ 

Hedjaz. The situation in Hedjaz is absolute1v 
different. This State is. considered bv the Moslems ~s 
the most important Arabian State. During the war the 
Sheriff Hussein rec:ived several millions as a subsidy 
from England, and 111 consequence dragged Hedjaz into 
t~e war. The Arabia? army under the leadership of 
his sons ~elped the Alhes to occupy Palestine, Syria and 
Iraq. Smce that time the Hussein familv have been 
no~hing but the hirelings of Great Britain-. His sons, 
Feisal and A_bdulla, were ~ade. the kings of Iraq and 
Trans-Jordama, and Hussem himself continued to de
mand endless subsidies in order to rehabilitate himself 
before the Arabian national movement which was 
directed against England. Great Britain' then had no 
more use for him and permitted Hedjaz to be conquered 
by Ib'n-Saud in 1924. 

N ejd. "'hen the world war broke out Emir Ib'n
Saud was one of the weakest rulers in Arabia. Like 
other Arabian Emirs he received financial aid and arms 
fro~ th~, British, ~nd in 1_9~5 he signed an agreement, 
which, de facto, put ?\eJd under the protection of 
Great Britain. In accordance ,,·ith this aareement Ib'n
Saud_ under_took not to enter into any kind of p~litical 
relatwns ~vit_h other po,vers without the knowledge of 
\,reat Bntam, nor to grant them any concessions. 
Furthermore, he agreed to refrain from attacking any 
territory under British protection. 

Instead of "·aging war on the Turks, Ib'n-Saud is 
concentrating on expanding his territory and strengthen
ing his State internally. He has made it possible for the 
warlike tribes. to take up agriculture and settle on the 
land ; he is developing gardening and introducing a 
number of model administrative measures and reforms. 
As a result of all this at the close of the world war, Nejd 
had become one of the strongest emirates. In 1921, 
Ib'n-Saud subjugated Shammar and in 1924 Hedjaz. 

The lightning successes of Ib'n-Saud, who in a 
short time had united two-thirds of Arabia, raised the 
hopes of the Arabian nationalists, who visualised Ib'n
Saud as the man to unite all the Arabians throughout 
the world. On the other hand these successes made it 
clear to the British \rhat a danger the strength of Ib'n
Saud was, and thev concluded that there was no doubt 
that he intended t~ march on Iraq, Trans-Jordania and 
Palestine in order to dethrone Hussein's sons. 

A tough struggle between Ib'n-Saud and Great 
Britain ensued. The armies of the I}landate States were 
increased, and in order to compromise Ib'n-Saud the 
1915 agreement was made public. A campaign was 
organised against pilgrimages* in an attempt to under
mine the economic position of Hedjaz. Throughout the 
Moslem world "reliable information" was circulated that 
Ib'n-Saud's ar~ies destroyed the tombs of holy people 
and burned all the decorations in " sacred places" (it is 
generally known that the 'Vahabis-puritan Moslems
fought against all kinds of "idolatry") . The Persian 
Egyptian and Indian Governments organised a formid~ 
able blockade of Hedjaz and practically forbade pilgrim
ages. Finally, Great Britain and also Italy worked up 
an intrigue to bring about war between Ib'n-Saud and 
the Imam Yekie of Yemen. The basis of the struggle 
~as actually the emirate of Asir, vvhere Anglo-Saxon 
01l had already secured a petroleum concession. 

The situation which ensued compelled Ib'n-Saud to 
refrain from further conquests for the time being and to 
concentrate on strengthening his newly-created State. 

The European press occasionally calls Ib'n-Saud 
the Arabian Napoleon. Paradox as it mav seem Ib'n
Saud never adhered to the Arabian nati~nalist 'move
ment, which often serves as a screen for reactionary 
dreams about the creation of a powerful Arabian empire 
governed by some direct descendant of Mahomet o; 
simply utilises different policies in the service of on~ or 
other of the competing imperialist powers. Ib'n-Saud 
never was a pan-Arabian, he was onlv intent on the 
territory immediately surrounding hi~ State and on 
spreading the doctrines of the 'Vahabis. 

Certain devotees christened the religious movement 
'\'ahabism, or "Moslem Puritanism " whereas \Vahab
ism is a movement of extreme int~rest not from the 
point of view of the de,;elopment of Isi;m but in con
l:ectiOI~ with the development of the stru'ggle for the 
hberatwn of the Arabian East. 

* The greater part of the income of the population of 
this "holy land" aecrues from the reception of pilgrims 
Over and above this, Hedjaz continued to get a subsidy·, 
at one time from Turkey and then from Great Britain. 
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Islam has never had a shortage of prophets, who 
call for a return to the early "pure" form of religion 
and \Vahabism received special support from such. The 
Wahabi movement began in the second half of the 
eighteenth century. The supporters of this movement 
were zealous advocates of the "cleansing" of Islam from 
heretical rites and the return to the customs of the 
austere Bedouin life. The objective political conse
quences of this movement lay in the opposition to the 
penetration of European povver into Arabia. \iV ahabism 
went the way of all religious movements ; its develop
ment was not on the lines of the inner logic of religious 
teaching, but rather that of economic and political 
development. \Vahabism, without the conscious wish 
of its leaders, became the weapon for the political cen
tralisation of Arabia. 

The New Conditions in Arabia 

The objective demands of the State which lb'n-Saucl 
created included the establishment of conditions favour
able to the development of agriculture and trade. 
Caravan trade, which Riyadh and other Nejd settle
ments carried on with Egypt, Damascus and Bagdad, 
flourished under the rule of Ib'n-Saud. His envoys 
began to preach the necessity of the transfer from 
nomadic life to a settled mode of living and agriculture. 
The first settlement of former nomads was made in 
1914 near Artaria in the territory of the Sheikh Feisal
ed-Dervish, now in the limelight on' account of his 
struggle with Iraq. At the present time the number 
of settlements is about 70, some of which have a popu
lation of about 1o,ooo. The Bedouin settlers and others 
supported Ib'n-Saud in all his campaigns and helped 
him to conquer Hedjaz. 

The conquest of Hedjaz raised a number of new 
problems for Ib'n-Saud. Last century the Wahabis 
conquered the "sacred" towns of Mecca and Medina, 
where they destroyed all the holy things, hating them 
as objects of idolatrv. But the leader of the W ahabis 
in our time could not- permit such behaviour. He rightly 
concluded that the preservation of holy objects and the 
encouragement of pilgrimages might be more profitable 
than their destruction. Customs, telephone and tele
graph were introduced although the Koran makes no 
mention of these heretical innovations. Ib'n-Saud also 
introduced automobile traffic. He considered this a 
means to induce pilgrims to come to Hedjaz; the auto
company recently founded has a sinking fund of £so,ooo, 
£2o,ooo of which belong to Ib'n-Saud himself. 

Ib'~-Saud's dominions are quickly becoming 
modermsed. The improvements include : membership 
of the world postal service, abolition of customs on the 
importation of machines and agricultural instruments 
development of education, special health service, th~ 
establishment of five hospitals in Mecca and a facton: 
for the preparation of quinine, and also a bacteriologic~! 
institute in J edda. The most important item of modern
isation was the arming of the tribes with European arms, 
which have helped him to extend his territory. 

Ib'n-Saud's dominions are entirely surrounded bv 
the British spheres of influence and this fact forces th-e 
leader of the \Vahabis to be on his guard against a 
conflict with England. Up to 1923 Ib'n-Saud received 

an annual subsidy from Great Britain, which according 
to the statement of Mr. Amery in the House of Com
mons, amounted to a total of £542,000. In 1921, Ib'n
Saud on his own initiative declined to accept the sub
sidy any longer and last year an agreement signed with 
Great Britain recognised the complete independence of 
Ib'n-Saud's dominions, which include Hedjaz, Nejd, 
A sir and certain annexed territory. 

Ib'n-Saud through his great pmver has been able to 
secure that the 1927 treat:_\· recognised "de jure" the 
independence of the \\r ahabis and forced Great Britain 
to remove the embargo on the import of arms and imple
ments of war into Arabia. 

During the negotiations Great Britain demanded of 
Ib'n-Saud the recognition of the present boundaries of 
Iraq and Trans-Jordania. This meant agreeing to the 
loss of Maan, the most important point on the Hedjaz 
railway, and Akbah, the onh· port on the northern part 
of the Reel Sea; but lb'n-Saud did not agree to this 
demand. He held out for the frontiers in accordance 
with the status quo and ck·:-;pite all the force brought to 
bear by Sir Gilbert Clayton, the Tiritish representative, 
the treatv contains onlv an obscure indication to the 
effect tha"t "the final de-cision of the question regarding 
the boundaries of Hedjaz and Trans-Jordania is con
sidered impossible under conditions prevailing at 
present." 

After this agreement had been signed Ib'u-Saud 
gave asylum to Sultan Atrash, leader of the insurgent 
Syrians, who had been driven out of Syria by the French 
troops and then out of the El-Azrak oasis by the British. 
Ib'n-Saud is preparing a number of congresses, not satis
fied with the all-Moslem Congress held in Mecca in 1926, 
which was in itself a clear anti-imperialist demonstra
tion. He is recognised as the greatest force in Arabia 
and relations between him and the leaders of the 
Arabian nationalist movement have become closer; his 
supporters are continually increasing amongst the Mos
lem population both in British India and the Dutch 
Indies. In self protection, Ib'n-Saud has avoided any 
conflict with the British, knowing only too well that 
he would not be the victor in any such encounter and 
that all the attainments of his 25 years' work for the 
unification of two-thirds of Arabia would be reduced to 
nought. Great Britain on her part also preferred to 
negotiate with Ib'n-Saud, since a treaty to a certain 
extent binds the leader of the Wahabis, and further
more, she contemplates using Hedjaz in the struggle 
against the other Arabian forces. 

An Unstable Peace 

The peace between Great Britain and Ib'n-Saud is 
a very rotten sort of peace. The fact that England has 
not already infringed it and declared war simply im
plies that she expects to attain her ends by some other 
means. For Great Britain has no intention of giving up 
the struggle for the control of the Middle East, or of 
desisting from the usual methods and intrigues ; one 
thing is certain and that is that Great Britain neither 
wants to nor can live at peace with a powerful and 
independent Arabian State. 

The territory of Ib'n-Saud is surrounded on all 
sides by the vassals ofGreat Britain, with one exception, 
that of Yemen. Of all these countries the most precious 
for Great Britain is Iraq ; the oil-springs there consti-
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tute a strong incentive to hold this mandate territory. 
Iraq in the hands of the British has become a military 
basis against Turkey and Persia. It is clear that Iraq 
feels the burden of its position as a mandate country 
under King Feisal, who was foisted upon it. The Iraq 
parliament had the idea of reforming the Iraq army 
and introducing conscription, and it is also striving for 
the inclusion of Iraq in the League of Nations as an 
independent country. England turned down the first 
demand categorically and postponed the consideration of 
the second to the far distant future. England prefers 
to "protect" Iraq herself with the help of her aerodromes. 
British aeroplanes, which cast bombs on the population 
are a guarantee not only'against any attack on Iraq, but 
also a guarantee against Iraq's secession from the 
British Empire. 

Trans-J ordania by the very fact of its existence is 
committed to the British plan to dismember and parcel 
out Arabia. This State has a population of 30o,ooo 
semi-nomadic Bedouins, incapable of self-support, but it 
weakens the national movement in Palestine. Just now 
Trans-Jordania has even been offered a constitution, but 
there is discontent in the ranks of the nationalist party, 
both with the Emir Abdulla, who was appointed by the 
British, and with the separation of the country from 
Palestine. 

The extension of Trans-Jordania at the expense of 
Hed,iaz is still contemplated by Great Britain, which 
continues to cherish the idea of building a port in Akabah 
and linking this port up by rail with Maan and Basra 
in Iraq on the Persian Culf. 

Concentration of British Forces 

British air bases are being constructed both in 
Koweit and Oman ; the Koweit population gravitates 
towards Nejd and is only kept under British rule by 
force. The fact of British supremacy over Koweit 
isolates Nejd from the Persian Gulf and the Koweit 
traders from Central Arabia. Koweit is an important 
centre on the Persian Gulf and nn the road to India, and 
at the same time serves as a basis f01· the development 
of military preparations against J\"ejcl. These are the 
reasons why Koweit ,,·as annexed in 1926, against which 
annexation at the time Ib'n-Saud made an unsuccessful 
protest. 

The frontiers between Trans-Jordania, Iraq and 
Hedjaz are not definitely marked out. The British are 
trying continually to extend these frontiers southwards; 
on the Iraq-~ejd frontier, there is a neutral zone of 
about 70 miles on \\"hich the inhabit:mts of Iraq (the 
British) undertake not to carry on any military opera
tions. Last year the British High Commissioner in 
Iraq informed Ib'n-Saud that along the whole frontier 
23 forts would be erected. Ib'n-Saud protested, but re
ceived no reply; the construction of the forts was begun. 
Feisal-Ed Dervish destroyed one of these forts and thus 
began the last Iraq-Nejd conflict. The Bedouins from 
the localities over the borders of Trans-J ordania and 
Iraq repeatedly crossed the Hedjaz frontiers, driving 
cattle, killing, and laying waste whole districts. It is 
quite clear that the marionette kings-Abdulla and 
Feisal would hardly have permitted this continuous pro
vocation to war had it· not been that Great Britain was 
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behind them. The destruction of Hussein's army is still 
very fresh in our memory. The inroads into Hedjaz on 
the part of Trans-Jordania and Iraq have been encour
aged by Great Britain and cause confusion in both Hed
jaz and Nejd. Great Britain does everything to force 
on a war between Tb'n-Saud and the Imam Yekie of 
Yemen. In view of this policy every recognition should 
be given to the firm resolve of Ib'n-Saud to preserve 
friendlv relations with Yemen. 

The question of the Hedjaz railway is a cause of 
conflict between Great Britain and :Ib'n-Saud. The 
Moslem congress in Mecca in 1926 expressed the wish 
that this railway, which had been built entirely at the 
expense of the Moslems to facilitate pilgrimages to 
Mecca and Medina, be given to Hedjaz. In reply to 
Ib'n-Saud's request to this effect, Great Britain pointed 
out that it would be necessary to consult France on this 
question; this attitude aroused the just criticism of the 
Arabian press, which said that Great Britain remembers 
and carries out to the letter only those treaties which 
serve her own purpose. -

Ib'n-Saud's State does not fit in with the plans of 
the British Colonial Office, and the leaders of British 
policy in Arabia are trying to provoke war. Great 
Britain supports Iraq and Trans-J ordania in the con
flicts with Ib'n-Saud. British aeroplanes fly over the 
Kejd territory and throw bombs, killing hundreds of 
people. :t\ew reinforcements are being brought from 
India to Iraq, and in Koweit the British forces are also 
being strengthened. Great Britain is forcing Ib'n-Saud 
to war. 'Vhen the question was asked in Parliament 
whether it \ras not possible to \rarn Ib'n-Saud, the 
Colonial Secretary, Amery, replied that it was "difficult 
to do so with a government with which there ·was no 
telegraphic communication." At another session of the 
House of Commons, Amery stated that in November, 
1927, two-and-a-half millio-n cartridges had been sold 
to the Hedjaz Government and in March two million. 
In order to reassure the House, he added that this fact 
merely shows that Ib'n-Saud did not help the Nejd 
tribes or supply them with arms. 

Great Britain is utilising the confusion of the border 
tribes of 1\'ejd in order to conciliate the Iraq nationalists 
"·ho are opposing the ne"· Anglo-Iraq treaty. The 
method is an old one: to rouse the Arabians and incite 
them against one another. But the strange thing is that 
the A,rabian press shmrs that the people do not desire 
war, despite all the machinations of the protectors of 
Iraq and Trans-Jordania. The Egyptian "Mokatta," 
for instance, which is some,rhat more independent than 
the press in the manadated countries, writes: "In all 
Arabian countries the "~ ahabis are being attacked and 
represented as higlnraymen and robbers ; but we ask 
why was it that the 'Vahabis "·ere hitherto peaceful 
people and that only just recently are they considered 
bandits? Simply because the two brothers (Abdulla and 
Feisal) are all the time organising and supporting 
attacks on the ~ejd tribes." 

During the past fe"· \reeks it seems to have become 
as it were, "peaceful" in .-\.rabia. There are no tele
grams about Ib'n-Saud's "holy wars" and the mobilisa
tion of thousands of troops to attack Iraq and Trans
Jordania. But Sir Gilbert Clayton, the best authoritv 
on the Near East in the Colonial Office, has been i~ 
Jedda negotiating with Ib'n-Saud, and rumours are cir-
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culated about the suspension of military preparations 
prior to his arrival. 

Of course, there is the possibility that lb'n-Saud 
may agree to Clayton's requests and return Maan and 
Akabah in exchange for a loan. In this case lb'n
Saud becomes one of the many British vassals, and' if 
(~reat Britain should find him superfluous, as ·was the 
case in 1924 with Hussein, she can find a means of re
moving him. But still it is possible that the pressure 
brought to bear hy the tribes will prevent Ib'n-Saud from 
falling into this snare. Then he will play for time, 
assuring Creat Britain· of his "friLndlv intentions and 
goodwill," but war is unavoidable, for J{ew ways of com
munication must be built through northe~n Arabia 
(railways, airways, autos), to India, which means that 
the Nejd tribes must be driven back further into the 
desert. 

No matter ,,·hat lb'n-Saud, 1rho as king of Hedja.z 
has curtailecl the revenue from pilgrimages, does, he 
cannot a void a conflict with the strongest " Moslem 
State," Creat Britain. The very fact of the tribes tak
ing up agriculture is an obst~cle to the "civilising 
methods" of the British. And this is the reason whv 
every few months there is some report or other abo~t 
the attacks of the Nejd tribes on Iraq and the cultural 
work that Creat Britain is directing there. If there is 
one point in Arabia where the supremacy and power of 
the Royal Air Force might be demonstrated, even to 
sceptics, that point is the lraq-Nejd frontier. The Roval 
Air Force airmen bomb the Wahabi population, kill 
women and children, thereby increasing the hatred of 
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the Nejd population for the British and the strength of 
their resistance. 

Furthermore, in spite of lb'n-Saud' s repeated de
clarations about his neutral attitude to the struggles of 
other Arabian countries, his country is being drawn 
more and more into the orbit of British imperialism and 
the struggle of his and of other Arabian countries for 
independence is being linked up with the struggle of 
the masses. As the only independent State, except 
Yemen, his State becomes one of the most important 
centres for the Arabian national revolutionary move
ment. 

( ~reat Britain had caused a network of contradic
tions in Arabia: the antagonism between her mandate 
territories and lb'n-Saud, between lb'n-Saud and 
Yemen, between Yemen and the British possession of 
Aden. Italian and British interests are at cross~purposes 
in Arabia, and now American capital is turning its 
attention to Arabia. 

Great Britain first armed Arabia and made it 
acquainted with the technique of European warfare. The 
policy of London has forced Arabia to turn these arms 
against Great Britain herself. The general disturbances 
in the Arabian countries and the incitement to fratricidal 
struggles by the British are already beginning to find 
expression. The Arabian national revolutionary move
ment is striving towards the liberation of these countries 
from the tutelage of Great Britain and France. This 
movement will attract all the best elements from amongst 
the many millions of Arabians, and also all the revolu
tionary elements from amongst the west European 
workers, even from amongst the British. 

' ' To the Masses ! -The Factories ! -The 
Workshops ! '' 

T HIS \\'as the basic slogan of the Fourth Congress 
of the Profintern (R.l.L.U.). 1f we are to ask 
ourselves what is the chief content of Communist 

work in the trade union movement, we must reply with 
still greater emphasis than ever before, that the work 
consists in mobilising the masses, winning over the most 
important sections of the workers, gaining control over 
the main ·branches of industry and big centralised fac
tories. This work must be carried out under the able 
leadership of the revolutionary vanguard in the every
day struggle of the working class and through the cor
rect utilisation of the growing political influence of the 
Communist Parties and of the revolutionarv trade 
unions. The Fourth Congress of the Profint~rn vvas 
attended by representatives from so different countries, 
from the most remote continents, from countries which 
for the first time participated in 1 nternational Con
gresses, such as the Philippines and several States in 
Latin America. This congress gave ample proof of 
what an enormous political force the Red Profintern is 
in the international Labour movement. It \\'as a world 
Labour Congress 111 the real sense of the word, especi
allv if we compare it \\"ith the Paris Congress of the 

l.F.T.U. (the Amsterdam International) m August, 
1927. 

But in addition to all this the Congress demonstrated 
the considerable political growth of the leading bodies 
in the revolutionary trade union movement. Despite 
this growth, or perhaps because of this political growth, 
the Congress was marked by the most merciless self
criticism and the examination of the mistakes which 
had been made and the defeats that had been experi
enced. During the four years since the Third Congress 
was held, there has been marked progress in the poli
tical influence of the revolutionary trade union move
ment and the political development of the leading bodies, 
but this political influence has not been organised or 
strengthened amongst the masses, or in the factories as 
it ought to have been. This has had its reflection in the 
stabilised growth of the revolutionary trade unions dur
ing the past few years (which may find a certain 
explanation, though by no means a complete one, in 
the partial stabilisation of capitalism) , in the extremely 
slow development of the lower cadres of the revolution
ary trade union movement and in the weakness of the 
general organisation of revolutionary trade unions. 
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The Attack on the Communists 

. The in.creased a.ttack on the Communist vanguard 
by mternabonal capttal and the reformist bureaucracy 
is the outstanding feature of the present epoch. Th~ 
mor~ .app.arent the social contradictions within capitalist 
stabthsatton, which owes its existence to the depression 
of the standard of living of the working class, the nearer 
the dawn of the growing class struggle, the more bitter 
becomes the attack on Communism and the revolution
ary .trade union .movement. This is a war of precaution 
agamst the commg storm, and for this reason our oppo
nents utilise the self-criticism in our ranks in their 
struggle against Communism. 

A short article in "Trud," the official organ of the 
trade union federation in Russia, deals with the mistakes 
made in the European Parties in connection with strikes. 
The Amsterdam Bulletin uses. this article as a basis of 
attack and as a proof of the bankruptcy of the Red 
Profintern. The "Sozialisticheskv Vestnik " and the 
or'gan of the Communist renegade, the "l~ft" social
de:r,nocrat, Paul Levy, make insinuations against Com
munist trade union policy with no other object than 
to increase the repressions of trade union bureaucrats 
against the active elements in the revolutionarv move
ment. The frenzy of the trade union bureau~rats in 
Germany has risen to such a pitch that they expelled 
the Communist, comrade Hollman from the trade union 
simply because he carried a banner with the inscription 
"Liberate Max Hoeltz" during a demonstration. There
fore, the courage of the Profintern Congress in dealing 
with all shortcomings in the work of revolutionary trade 
unions in respect to the conduct of strikes and organisa
tional work is all the more important, for only by such 
criticism will it be possible to assist the tremendou~ tasks 
which face the revolutionary trade unions. 

Almost four years hav~ elapsed since the last Pro
fintern Congress. It is, therefore, only natural to ask 
oneself what successes the revolution~rv trade union 
movement has had, and in whose favour ·the correlation 
of forces tends in the international trade union move
ment. The question at issue is, of course, not only that 
of the qu.antitive correlation of forces, but mainlv that 
of the political position. Since the Amsterdam Federa
tion points out that the revolutionary trade union move
ment has remained stationary, there. can be no obiection 
to remindin{{ them that the membership of the I.F.T.U. 
has dropped from 24 millions in 1922 to 12.8 millions 
in 1928. But this is not the crux of the matter. The 
"consolidation" about which the reformist leaders talk 
is nothing but an offshoot of capitalist stabilisation. 
The social-political source of this ''consolidation" is to 
be found in the contact between the social-democratic 
and reformist trade unions and the State apparatus of 
trust capital. In those countries where Fascist terror 
rages, the Amsterdam organisations exist almost exclu
sively because of the illegal position of the Communist 
Parties and the revolutionary trade unions. Such a state 
of affairs exists in the B-alkan countries, the Baltic 
States, Italy, Spain and a number of other countries. 
But even in those countries where the revolutionarv 
trade union movement is not illegal, for. instance, Ge;
many, France and Great Britain, the anti-strike laws, 
the arbitration laws ani! "inilustrial peace" with the 

bourgeois trusts, serve as the main means of support 
for this reformist "consolidation." The Amsterdam 
International actually does not exist as an international 
Labour movement, ~nd this makes national reformism 
all the more dangerous for the workers in those coun
tries .where the reformist trade unions have openly gone 
over mto the camp of monopolist capital. 

This ~tew situation of the monstrous growth of the 
concentratiOn of capital and its militant tendencies and 
also the new role of the social-democrats and the trade 
union bureaucrats has raised new tactical problems for 
the international revolutionary trade union movement. 
The Fourth Profintern Congress and also the Ninth 
Plenum of the E.C.C. I. approved the general policy laid 
down by comrade Bukharin at the Fifteenth Congress 
of the Russian Communist Party ; it decided that the 
main work to be accomplished wa~ the revision of tactics 
and strategy for the approaching class struggles. The 
tremendous strike wave that spread throughout Europe 
in 1927 and in the beginning of 1928 cannot be attributed 
to mere chance. This struggle is spreading more and 
more, from one industrial region to another, because its 
root cause is to be found in the present capitalist situa
tion. The immediate future of the Communist Parties 
and of the revolutionary trade unions depends on the 
correct conduct of these struggles. As a general rule 
in the workers' protest against the dictatorship of trust 
magnates, the initiative is nearly always taken in fac
tories and workshops by Communists ~nd members of 
the revolutionary trade union movement. But neither 
the one nor the other has learned the correct manner 
of getting control of this struggle. 

Very grave consequences threaten the Communist 
movement and the revolutionary trade unions from the 
possible isolation of the revolutionary vanguard from 
the leadership of the present economic struggles. Isola
tion from the mass of the workers is the greatest danger. 

In a number of Communist Parties and revolution
ary trade union organisations, Communists have become 
scared at the difficulties that beset strikes under con
ditions of monopolist capital, since everv serious revolt 
of the workers on any single front calls f~rth an immedi
ate joint attack from the entire employers' front and the 
bourgeois State machine. Such difficulties increase with 
the further growth of concentration. Two equally dan
gerous tendencies have prevailed in the ranks of the 
revolutionary trade union movement in respect to strike 
strategy ; on the one hand an over-estimation of the 
strength of the enemy and an under-estimation of the 
nossibilities of partial -strikes under conditions of capital
ist concentration ; and on the other hand an under
estimation of the strength of our class opponents and a 
too frivolous attitude towards strikes and a consequent 
lack of preparation for them. Both of these tendencies 
are the result of a certain pessimism in estimating the 
nature of the stabilisation of capitalism. And both of 
these tendencies have caused an opportunist attitude to 
the question of the leadership of strikes. The classic 
tactics of the reformists consist in refraining from strikes 
because of lack of ftrnds; but when the funds are forth
coming they argue that it is foolhardv to risk the funds 
that have been amassed with such difficulty. Last year 
in the ranks of the revolutionary trade uni~ns practically 
similar instances took place (Czecho-Slovakia). In 
France, in the tTnitary trade unions strikes have failed 
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(Unitary Miners' Union) due to the opinion that under 
monopoly capitalism there can only be a general strike 
and that all partial strikes are doomed to failure from 
the beginning. This attitude is responsible for the ex
treme opportunist theory, which met with the immediate 
opposition of the Party and the E.C.C.I., on \vhat is 
termed "active reformism" and "active defence." Many 
comrades were taken by surprise by the new strike wav~. 
They were hypnotised to a certain extent by the suc
cesses of concentration and rationalisation and, there
fore, thought that the first signs of the strike wave were 
mere chance. Thev took time before thev realised the 
cause of these strikes or understood that they were the 
beginning of a prolonged and serious strike wave. The 
Fourth Profintern Congress decided on a definite policy 
in this respect. 

Where Trade Unions are Not Split 

In countries where the trade union movement is 
not split this tendencv takes a somewhat different form ; 
there the tactic of th~ united front is misinterpreted and 
transition slogans misunderstood. The strength of the 
trade union bureaucracy, the power of the reformist 
apparatus, which oppresses the revolutionar~· spirits in 
the trade union movement in those countries, has brought 
about a certain reverence for the apparatus and even 
caused a few liquidatory tendencies in our ranks. Hence, 
instead of the mobilisation of the masses being the main 
task of the Communists in the trade union movement, 
some of our comrades advocate trying to drive the trade 
union bureaucrats. These comrades argue that, since 
we are fighting for unity, under no condition should we 
take the initiatiYe in an independent strike, even when 
conditions are particularly favourable and the reformists 
are playing the part of strike-breakers. A certain com
rade Johann Effel writes in an article intended for pub
lication in the "Communist International" : "There can 
be no doubt whatsoever that a decisive struggle is abso
lutely impossible until the trade unions have been con
quered ideologically." \Yith the prevailing tendency of 
the trade union apparatus to join issue with the govern
ment and its failure to serve even the most elementary 
class interests of the workers, there can be no doubt th~t 
the possibilitv of conquering this apparatus is very far 
off indeed. The bureaucrats will not relinquish it, even 
faced by the opposition of the majority of the trade 
union membership, since they can fall back on the sup
port of the bourgeois government. There might be a 
chance of winning over the rank and file of the trade 
union membership, but to conquer the apparatus under 
the existing conditions in the trade unions is quite a 
different matter altogether. 

Tendency to Liquidation 

Another comrade, Melcher, a member of the trade 
union section of the C.C. of the German Communist 
Part..\· openly expresses liquidatQry tendencies in a 
letter, addressed to the C.C. of the C.P.G. He states: 
"I venture to maintain that the fighting capacity of the 
international trade union movement would be greatly 
increased if the Russians and others, who now enter the 
Profintern national trade union bodies, were to join the 
Amsterdam International. . . . If it is true that national 
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unity is necessary to increase the fighting capacity of 
the workers in the struggle for higher wages and against 
the prolongation of the working day, then it is also 
true that the fighting capacitv of the workers would be 
increased in an internationaf sense if, unconditionally, 
and under suitable circumstances international unity was 
established." • 

Comrade \Valcher writes in the same strain: "If 
the Russian trade unions, after the adoption of the 
Stenhuis resolution, had declared their readiness to enter 
the Amsterdam Inte-rnational ... this would have in
creased the split in the Amsterdam International and 
assisted us in our struggle for the conquest of the 
masses." It is quite clear that such theories cannot help 
to win the independence of the revolutionary Commun
ist vanguard of the (~erman trade union movement. 
These various tendencies greatly hamper the Communist 
Party and the revolutionary trade union movement in 
thei; leadership of the gr~wing class struggle. Still 
there has been a great increase in the strength of the 
mass struggle in ( ~ermany during the past year, and 
the initiative of the rank and file Communist workers 
has been tremendous and generally speaking, on the 
correct lines mapped out by the Central Committee. of 
the Party. 

There is little doubt that one of the reasons of this 
tendency is the existence of the so-called "left" wing 
of the social-democrats. There are hundreds of thou
sands of workers in Germany under the influence of the 
social-democrats who see th~ treachery of their leaders, 
who do not want "economic democracv" and "industrial 
peace," but at the same time have n~t decided to adopt 
Communist precepts. The task of winning over these 
workers is one of the most important for the revolution
ary trade union movement, but this does not mean that 
the Communist Partv and the revolutionary trade union 
movement should d~viate from their polic)r in order to 
conciliate them. In this is to be found the kev to the 
opportunist tendency as regards the united front in 
Germany. 

The same argument applies to transition slogans. 
After the Fifteenth Congress of the Russian Communist 
Partv, after the Ninth Plenum of the E.C.C.I., after 
the \~·idespread discussion which took place in the "Com
munist International" and in the German Communist 
press, no doubt remained that the slogan ''workers' con
trol'' and "nationalisation," without an immediate revo
lutionary situation and the struggle for political power, is 
an opportunist slogan: This slogan might be playin~ 
into the hands of the social-democrats in their policy of 
resistance to strikes. And yet even at the Profintern 
Congress certain German conirades continued to advance 
these slogans stubbornly. Even the bard of "workers' 
control," comrade Brandler, made a lengthy declaration 
at the Congress, which it is true marked a retreat from 
the diehard attitude he adopted in his article in the 
"Communist International." He declared that he "was 
not quite" in agreement with comrade \Valcher, but 
still insisted on the " propaganda" value in a programme 
of action of the slogans of workers' control and nation
alisation. Comrade Brandler is afraid that the workers 
in overthrowing the bourgeoisie and seizing political 
po\\·er might "forget" about workers' control and 
nationalisation. But for the information of comrade 
Brandler let us tell him that there is no lack of su.::h 
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propaganda sloga~s . in the everyday Party agitation ; 
the slogan of soctahsm, too, continues to be a propa
ganda one. But comrade Brandler loves clearness .... 

The Trotskyist View 

C:o~rade Nin, the representative of the Trotskv 
oppostbon, made a. characteristic sally at the Congres~. 
He rOO,; the favounte steed of the opposition: "the dis
avowal of the Russian workers' movement. vVe had 
W~lcher on the one hand accusing the Russian trade 
umons of lack of co~sistency in ~espect to joining the 
Ams~erdam InternatiOnal, but Nm also does this bv 
"takmg off the veil" from the Soviet trade union move
~~nt and showi~g i_ts "real face," which in his opinion 
ts worthy of takmg 1~s place beside Leipart and Jouhaux. 
But on the whole th_I~ was a poor. specimen of an illegal 
and ~m~ardl~ opposthon speech, mterspersed with nods 
and msmuabons which did not produce the desired effect 
on the delegates. 

The question arose for some comrades in view of 
these mi_stakes in . connection with the united front, 
wh_ether 1t would not be better to scrap the tactic of the 
umted front altogether. But we must admit that the 
tactic of unity has had considerable success during the 
past five years. Those disappointed comrades do not 
understan_d that from the very first this tactic of unitv 
was ~ot mtended for trade union leaders, but for th-e 
workmg masses. Unity is not an aim in itself, but a 
means to strengthen the class struggle of the '>vorkers. 
In the process of the class strug_!!le ~·e must :fight with 
Bolshevik deterwination against Communists who inter
pret unity a~ meaning complving with the tutelage of 
the _trade umon b'!reaucrats, glossing over the struggle 
aga~nst the ex:pulswn of revolutionaries from the reform
ist trade unions so as not to irritate the trade union 
bureaucrats. Th_e tactic of unity has met with great 
success a_nd contmues to be the leading tactic of both 
the Commtern and the Profintern in relation to the 
large non-Party and social-democratic masses. In this 
connection the Pro:fintern Congress condemned as a 
" left" error the action of the trade union section of thf" 
Polish Party, which scrapped the proposal to appeal 
both to the revolutionary trade unions and to Amster
dam for material helo during the strike of qo,ooo textile 
workers in Lodz. This appeal would have served as a 
splendid opportunity to expose the leaders of the Polish 
textile union, who are not even members of the inter
national strike fund of the textile unions affiliated to 
Amsterdam. 

These questions of class strategy raised the whole 
question of our organisational strategv in the revolution
ary trade urion movement. First 0{ all the basic ques
tion of the historical weakness of the trade union 
movement in the main branches of industrv and in con
centrated enterprises. A recent registr~tion of the 
German Communist Party showed that the big factories 
and important industries have the weakest revolutionarv 
trade union movement. There are IQ. 3 per cent. of th-e 
German Party members workin!! in factories employing 
up to so workers, 11.9 per cent. in those employing from 
100 to soo, 7. I per cent. in those emploving from 1 ,ooo 
to s,ooo, an<'l only 1.4 per cent. in those enterprises 
·where over ;,,ooo workers are employed. To win over 

big factories means to win over the mass of unqualified 
worke:s;. hence. the organisation of the workers in big 
factones 1s eqmvalent to organising the worst organised 
~·orkers. Only so per cent. of the zoo,ooo metal workers 
m the Ruhr district are organised, and of 300 ooo metal 
work~rs in Paris, only 4,ooo to s,ooo are ~rganised. 
Practically all the steel, chemical and automobile 
workers _in Ame _ _rica who are about I,ooo,ooo strong, are 
unorgamsed. For this reason the first task of the revo
lu~ionary worke~s is to gain a footing in the basic indus
tnes and orgamse the unorganised. For this purpose 
opportunist tendencies must be overcome. The fear of 
independent organisations for the unorganised outside 
the American Federation of Labour has created such a 
situation in America that immense branches of industry 
are left unorganised with the result that go per cent. 
of the workers are not organised in trade unions. This 
situation results in great political influence of the revo
lutionary trade union movement and an absolutelv in
adequate organisation of this influence amongst the 
masses of the workers a.nd what is more important still 
the strength of the revolutionary trade unions remains 
stable. Unless there is a continuous influx into the re
volutionary trade unions there can be no increase in 
their strength. 

The Question of Organisation 

The weakest point in the work of the re'. ulution:.rv 
~rad~ m:ion movement is the organi~ational side. A~ 
mqmry 11~to the social-political reasons of this inadequate 
orgamsatw~ _a~ways brings us face to face with the prob
lem of mobthsmg the masses. These shortcomings con
sist in being unable to conduct the everyday struggle of 
the workers, lack of adequate contact with factories and 
the masses, in the great shortage of experienced revolu
tionary trade unionists and last of all in the survivals of 
reformist and anarchist tendencies in the methods 
employed in revolutionary trade union work. This latter 
weakness is especially glaring when we examine the 
organisational methods and org-anisational structure of 
two of the strongest independent revolutionarv trade 
union bodies in Europe, those of Czecho-Slovakia and 
Fr~nce: The bureaucra~ic centralisation of the One Big 
Umon 111 Czecho-Slovakia has a bad effect on the initia
tive of. the sections and greatly hampers the growth of 
the active elements amongst the rank and file members. 
The federation is ruled by paid officials and the elected 
worke~s' representatives meet only to listen to reports. 
On thts account the question of workers' democracv in 
the revolutionary trade unions in Czecho-Slovakia- and 
the decentralisation of the productive sections is a vital 
question of organisation for the Czecho-Slovakian 
workers' movement. 

In France on the other hand the survivals of anar
chic syndicalism still to be found in the Unitarv trade 
unions, result in splitting up the revolutionary ,,:orkers. 
In this respect the Fourth Congress recom~ended the 
reverse type of organisational procedure, namelv the 
liquidation of superfluous decentralisation, which' is a 
survival of federalism. This over-decentralisation is 
responsible for individual federations deciding serious 
problems on their ov.·n without the advice and leadership 
of the central organs of the Unit:lry Federation. 

The inahilit1,· to gain adequate contact with the 
masses is also seen in the struggle with Fascism. Fc.s-
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cism is not merelv terror, nor is everv kind of Fascism 
reaction. In rec~nt years Fascism ·operates not only 
through terror, but also by corrupting the workers, 
especialy young workers. Certain successes of Fascist 
organisations in Cermanv in big centralised enterprises 
give sufficient proof of this. No matter whether Fascism 
take on the form of terror or powerful workers' organisa
tions in enterprises where the emplovers harry the 
workers, the method of procedure should simply be to 
penetrate into these organisations and fight against 
corruption. The Fourth Congress declared that the 
immediate tactical policy should he to overcome the 
tendency to boycott such Fascist trade union organisa
tions. 

The last important question before the Congress was 
that of the trade union movement in the colonies and 
semi-colonial countries. The Profintern is firmlv estab
lished in the workers' movement in the East. and in 
Latin America. For the first time in the histon· of the 
international Labour movement there were pr~sent at 
the Congress dele~ates from Latin America, China and 
other countries on the Pacific. 

The revolutionary trade unions affiliated to the Pro
fintern act as the va;1guard in the struggle against im
perialism. But the Amsterdam International since the 
time of the Shanghai strike in 1925 ads as the ally 
of European imperialism. Everyone remembers the 
reply of the Amsterdam International to the Chinese 
delegates to the effect that "the trade union movement 
is interested in building up the movement only in those 
countries where there is political peace. At present this 
peace floes not exist in China and, therefore, the Amster
dam International does not contemplate sending a dele
gation there." But on the other hand the Amsterdamers 
are doing all in their power to penetrate into India. The 
T.V.C. in London is especially active in this respect and 
acts as a sort of outpost of the Baldwin Covernment 
there. During the past two or three years various 
individuals and delegations have visited India, including 
the delevation headed bv Shaw and lastlv that under the 
leadershin of Purcell. ·In the Ncar Ea~t a similar role 
is played by the French trade unions. For example, 
when a revolutionarv conference is being convened in 
Tunis all the scorpio"ns of the French colonial police are 
let loose to break it up. Leon Jouhaux, who never 
founded a trade union in the French colonies, hastens 
off there to organise a section of the French reformist 
unions to crush the native labour movement. 

The Fourth Profintern Congress mapped out the 
immediate tasks of the revolutionary trade union move
ment in the East. These tasks ~·an· in the various 
countries, but even·where there is th~ one basic idea : 
the mobilisation of the masses for the class struggle. 
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This is especially the case in China, where the recent 
defeat of the workers has caused a certain depression in 
their ranks and brought about the development of Fas
cist trade unions, supported by the declassed elements 
amongst the workers, traders' employees and small 
tradesmen. There has also been a return to the old 
craft or guild organisations, \\·hilst there exists a certain 
passivity in respect to the everyday class struggle as a 
result of th<:> fierce terror. It is the task of Communists 
to prevent the return to primitive Communism, to mobi
lise the masses against the corruption of the Fascist 
trade unions and for the struggle for concrete class 
demands. As regards India and the Far East the task 
there is to organise the great mass of the workers and 
to liberate the trade unions from the influence and leader
ship of those elements outside the working class. 

Since the Third Profintern Congress the revolution
ary trade union movement in the East and in South 
America has made tremendous progress. British 
imperialism has created a colonial centre in the Singapore 
base, American imperialism is strengthening its position 
on the Panama Canal and during this same period the 
Pacific Ocean Trade lTnion Secretariat and the Latin 
American Secretariat ha\T heen created and constitute 
a kind of Singapore base for the revolutionary trade 
union movement. 

These are the conclusions reached b,· the Fourth 
Profintern Congress. From one congress .to another we 
see a powerful growth of the Red Trade Union Inter
national. At the Amsterdam Cong-ress in 1921, pacifist, 
radical phrases 11·ere still to he heard, which had their 
effect on million~ of European 11·orkers, hut since the be
ginning of the bourgeois atta~·k the .-\mstcrclam Inter
national has adopted thL· role of simph· registering the 
defeats of the workers .. There arc millions of \Wrkers 
who adhere to the reformist leaders, hut the real strength 
of present clay reformism lies in the pacifism of the 
workers after their defeat:-; and the allianL'C of the re
formists and the bourgeois State apparatus. \\.ith the 
growth of the class struggle the falseness of the slogans 
of industrial peace and economiL· d<.·mocr:h·y is being 
exposed and the ~runnel taken from under the feet of 
the reformists. Consequently, the reformist attack on 
the revolutionarv workers becomes intensified and for 
this reason the Fourth Profintern Congress ga,·e much 
prominence to the struggle against reformism. 

Competent leadership is 11·anted, whil·h understands 
the course of the class struggle, and is not content with 
mobilising the masses, hut which will also win over 
from the bourgeoisie and the Amsterdam trade union 
bureaucrats their last strun~lwld in the ranks of the 
workers; this was the historical meaning of the Fourth 
Profintern Congress. 

To the ~lasses ! The \\"()rkslwps and the factories! ,.,.,.,.,.,._.. 
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The Post War State 
P. Lapinsky 

THE DESTINIES OF THE POST-WAR STATE: THE REGENERATION OF THE BOURGEOIS 
STATE: THE DEGENERATION OF BOURGEOIS DEMOCRACY.• 

A N absence of "stagnation "(in the sense of those 
periods ot reaction which in preceding historical 
epochs have followed half-hearted revolutions) a 

"shifting of the ground," is to be observed not only 
in the material, in other words the economic basis of 
modern capitalist societies, not only in the entire system 
of their international relations, but also in the whole 
State superstructure-a sphere 'Nhich perhaps has not 
attracted the attention it deserves. And yet in this 
sphere of capitalist existence also (if one ignores such 
clear, violent and theatrical phenomena as were the 
Fascist coups d'etat which have been carried out in 
various countries) there is going on no less profound, 
no less instructive a process, which is gradually, yet 
certainly changing the structure of the modern capital
ist State, and without the realisation and study of which 
it is difficult adequately to elucidate both the lines of 
development and decline of the capitalism uf our day, 
and also certain more essential sources of modern reform
ist super-adaptability. Only to the superficial, philis
tine imagination of the reformists can it appear that the 
establishment of an extensive formal democracy, together 
with a simultaneous restoration of capitalist economy 
and "normal" international connections, with the addi
tion of a certain liberalism (enforced or voluntary) in 
the sphere of social legislation and wages, can wholly 
and entirely set up a stable unshakable foundation and 
historical framework, around which all further historical 
development will be built. These gentlemen have not 

* This article is the draft of a chapter from a book now 
being prepared by P. Lapinsky and is translated from the 
Russian original. 
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observed that the very foundation on which apparently 
it is intended to build the edifice of the future has be
come a shifting one in great degree, and that together 
with the whole capitalist world it is passing through a 
profound and manifold evolution, gradually establishing 
a situation with which neither the proletariat, nor in 
a certain sense the bourgeoisie, can reconcile itself. 

The development of which we speak-the regenera
tion of tl:e modern "democratic" State-is a profoundly 
dialectical manifestation, intrinsically contradictory 
throughout. The central fact in this ·sphere-to com"e 
straight to the fundamental point-is that the import
ance, the· specific weight of State machinery is growing 
with every day, while on the other hand "democracy" is 
becoming more and more atrophied, is ossifying and 
evaporating, is in any case degenerating. In the one 
case we can speak of transformation, of regeneration, in 
the other of degeneration. In a sense the State is in the 
ascendant, democracy in the descendant. The machinery 
of the capitalist State is developing steadily more 
strong!}·, is becoming interlinked, fused more and more 
indissolubly with all the fundamental and the secondary 
organs of the economic organism : (so that it is imposs
ible to distinguish which is the "base" and which the 
"superstructure") ; now swallowing up whole spheres, 
whole sections of capitalist economy and being trans
formed into an enormous basic "regulating" organ of 
capitalism; and then, on the other hand, submitting as 
never before to the pressure of the more highly organised 
private-capitalist elements (a development also pro
foundly inconsistent). But meanwhile the democratic 
integument of this state is either simply and miserably 
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dropping away (Fascist coups d'etat for example) or is 
degenerating both figuratively and even literally (the 
decline of parliamentarism). And ih this process 
separate sections, separate cells of that integument (the 
selective element) can even still continue to develop, to 
extend ; their importance may even grow by compari
son with the importance of other sections, other cells of 
the democratic integument ("people's representatives"), 
but these processes which are taking place "·ithin the 
integument itself, these further isolated successes of 
formal democracy also are no longer in a condition to 
hold up the process of degeneration of the entire 
mechanism of the "democratic" State. And, as we shaH 
see, they even in part merely conduce to the evolution 
of that State-i.e., of the entire modern bourgeois 
"democracy" -in the direction of a peculiar "conven
tionality" on the ground-work of a more highly developed 
capitalism, yet a capitalism which beats itself against 
unconquerable obstacles. 

\\' e shaH first consider the phenomenon of the re
generation of the State. Then we shall pass to the 
question of the destinies of its democratic integument. 

r. THE GROWTH IN THE ECONOMIC AND 
SOCIAL MIGHT OF THE MODERN CAPITAI~IST 

STATE 

Even in 1917, Lenin characterised the epoch of 
imperialism in its general form as "the epoch of the 
development of monopolist capitalism into State-mono
polist capitalism." ("The State and Revolution.") 
And in application to the present time these \vords have 
become profoundly true. 

The influence of the modern State machine on the 
entire economic life, and directly and indirectly on the 
entire existence level of the masses, has grown to a 
degree of \vhich pre-\var bourgeois philosophers simply 
never dreamt. \Yhen during the "·ar the State \vas 
forced wil1y-nilly to gather everything into its hands, 
it might have seemed that this elephantiasis of State 
functions was a purely transient phenomenon; and as 
we know, after the close of the "·ar the moment quickly 
arrived \vhen the slogan: "Back to private initiative, 
back to 'normal' capitalism," \Yas proclaimed \Yith no 
little energy. But history knmvs no pure "return" ; 
the return to "normal" capitalism of the pre-\\·ar type 
prm·ed to be reactionary, :Manchester utopianism. ~Iuch, 
very much that had entered into the composition of 
war-time State-capitalism \vas eliminated. But in vari
ous forms there "·as more left of it than was desired 
and expected by the advocates of "pure" capitalism. 
The influence of the State machinery on the entire 
economy was established firmly and mor~ generally and 
laid dmn1 complex and new paths for itself. It would 
be difficult in this short sketch to i1westigate all the 
ramifications of those paths. Perhaps in another place 
we shall be able to consider this aspect in more detail ; 
here ''"e onlY note the most important. At the heart of 
aU the pheiwmena is the extraordinary and manifold 
gro,vth in the economic might of the State. That growth 
manifests itself both directlv and indirectlY. \Ve shall 
briefly consider the main pol.nts of this pro~ess. 
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(a) The Growth of the Share of National Income 
Falling to the State 

One has only to compare pre-war with post-war 
budgets to realise that an incomparably greater share of 
the national income passes through the hands of the 
State to-day than before the war. The enormous growth 
in the receipts and expenditures of the post-war State 
is a well-known fact. Before the war the budget for 
Great Britain did not amount to two hundred millions 
sterling, to-day it is practically Soo millions; the United 
States budget in 1913 was 714 million dollars in round 
figures, to-day it is 3,772 million dollars. The Swedish 
budget was 261 million kronen, to-day it is 697 million 
kronen, and so on. The receipts of Germany, (includ
ing Federal States, municipalities, etc.), in 1913 
amounted to four milliard marks. At the present time 
the receipts amount to ten milliards. Even if one makes 
the customary adjustment for the decline in the value of 
gold, the growth, although unequal in the various coun
tries, is none the less enormous and is at its maximum 
in Anglo-Saxon countries. 

In highly authoritative sources ''"e can find the de
claration that in Britain the budget s\val1ows up more 
than 20 per cent. (whereas in pre-\var days it took a 
little more than 10 per cent.)* Thus in this oldest and 
mightiest of the capitalist countries, \Ye see that merely 
through the channel of taxation and other forms of 
receipts an entire fifth part of the national income passes 
through the hands of the State every year. 

~Iore or less analogical figures are cited for other 
countries also: about 20 per cent. for France, over 19 
per cent. for Italy, 17 per cent. for Belgium, and so on.t 

The programme memorandum of the German indus
trialists mentions a figure as high as 25 to :;o per cent. · 
for Germany (which, of course, has to be regarded as 
some\vhat exaggerated)-~ 

\Yith this is, of course, connected the grmvth of that 
proportion of receipts \vhich the State extracts in one 
form or another from the taxed sections of the popula
tion. The union of German industn· has estimated that 
an entire 6) per cent. of the profits- of industry goes in 
payment of all kinds of taxation. One can hardly doubt 
that this figure is an exaggerated one for propagandist 
purposes, but the fact of the colossal grmvth of taxa
tion charges of all kinds (State and local) is not open 
to question. But this fact also connotes an extraordinan· 
growth and a great change in the machinery for distri
bution of the "national income" ; and the role and im
portance of the State in that machinery has increased 
essentially. 

(b) State Capitalism (in the Narrow Sense of the 
Word). 

But the taxation pump is only one of the sources of 
the gro\\·th in the economic might of the State. Simul
taneously there has been a great gro,Yth, albeit not to 
a proportionate extent, in the role and importance of 
the State as an entrepreneur. 

* B<nde~- and Stamp: "The Xational Income." Oxford, 
192i, page 53. Britain's Industrial Future (report of the 
Liberal Commission). page 486. 

t "The Inter-Allied Debts and the rnited States." 
Xational Industrial Conference Board. N.Y., 1925. Page 2i5. 

! "Deutsche Vi'irtschaft und Finanz Politik Yeroffentl d. 
Reiehsverbands d. Deutschen Industrie." 1925. · 
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\iVhile even before the war in a number of countries 
the capitalist State had been transformed into a gigantic 
and even the most gigantic entrepreneur, and while, as 
we know, the war gave an extraordinary impetus to this 
development, after the war there was by no means a 
halt in the process. Without doubt we here have a 
manifestation of the great and enduring development of 
a distinctive State-capitalism type. And so this pheno
menon is evaluated and referred to in private-capitalist 
circles also, where in the majority of cases an extremely 
hostile attitude is adopted to this new form of capitalism. 
Although in their hostility to these new economic forms 
they are disposed to consider and represent them as a 
thoughtless and injurious realisation of socialism from 
above, and in sections (in this sense they speak of " cold 
socialisation," or as we would say in Russian "dry 
socialisation," i.e., socialisation without revolution, with
out bloodshed and violence) , none the less these circles 
clearly realise that here they are dealing with a high 
development of a specific form of State-capitalism. In a 
profoundlv capitalist, "heavy industry" economic year
book, which reflects the views and desires of the upper 
groups of trustified capital in the purest form, un
strained through any professorial filter, we read : " The 
State has taken on new functions and has entered into a 
new relationship with economy. Even if one ignores 
the extension of its regulative activities in regard to 
economy, it is necessary to realise that apart from this 
it has itself become a capitalist entrepreneur with the 
aid of social resources, in order to do its work, in order 
to capture economic functions also from private elements, 
to act as competitor in relation to those elements, or else 
under the pretext of the accomplishment of urgent tasks. 
Here we have to do not with socialism in the Marxist 
sense of direct socialisation, expropriation, but with a 
new form of State capitalism."* 

And this extensive development both of the regu
lative role of the State and of its direct functions as 
entrepreneurt is by no means transient, a fortuitously 
historical product of war necessity, but is profoundly 
and indissolubly connected with the everlasting condition 
of absence of equilibrium and of chronic crisis into which 
the capitalist system has irrevocably entered, with its 
growing inability to deal with the accumulating economic 
and social difficulties "off its own bat," and is also con
nected with all those enormous contradictions which have 
been driven into the entire economic and the entire poli
tical organism of contemporary capitalism with unpre
cedented force by the world war and the succeeding revo
lutionary and semi-revolutionary development. . This 
also explains why the symptoms of development of these 
State-capitalist tendencies are most to be found in the 
countries in which the capitalist system has passed 
through comparatively serious disturbances (Germany 
and, in part, Britain), while on the other hand we note 
a weaker development of those tendencies in countries 
in which the entire system came out less shaken by the 
war and the revolutionary period which succeeded it 

* "Wirtschafts Jahrbuch fiir das Niederrheinische~West
falische Industrie, 1927." Page 177. 

+The isolation of ·sepll!rate enterprises in pseudo-indec 
pendent economic units working "on an eoonomic basis" of 
co~1rse does . not essentially alter the position. 

(France and the United States) . The historical inevit
ability of the process (with all its geographical dispro
portion, with all its zigzags, contradictions and direct 
relapses into the past) is perhaps most dearly illustrated 
by the fact that in the classic country of individualism, 
Britain, its latest "simple Manchesterism" is proclaimed 
by the descendants of the \Vhigs-the Liberals. And 
by a true irony of fate the latest clamorous document of 
Liberal creation, the memorandum on "Britain's Indus
trial Future," painstakingly drawn up with the partici
pation of all the Liberal luminaries-the editor of the 
Free Trade "Economist," Layton, Keynes, Philip Carr, 
Sir Herbert Samuel, Lloyd George and others, which 
has caused some alarm both in the Conservative and in 
the Labour Party's ranks, in fundamentals amounts to 
a programme for the· more extensive and widely distri
buted. intensification of State interference in economic 
life. • 

We shall deal with. the growth in the regulative 
functions of the State later. For the moment what 
interests us are the facts of the direct economic might 
of the State, of the State as entrepreneur and banker. 
Undoubtedly in this sphere we have present a tremend
ous disproportion in development. At the present time 
the classic country of development of the entrepreneur 
functions of public bodies (the State and the municipal
ity) is Germany (which even before the war was in 
advance of other States in this regard) . A number of 
profound historical causes have been at the bottom of 
the fact that both formerly and now this manifestation 
(in its new and in its old forms) is comparatively weak 
in other ·countries. But we must not forget that Ger
many is not only the country which has lived through 
the maximum of disturbances, but is simultaneously the 
country with the most advanced ·capitalism in Europe, 
and that we observe related phenomena to a greater or 
less degree in other countries also. 

Possibly least of all in the United States: but a 
growth of the same "danger" in that country also is 
witnessed to by the strength of the capitalist propaganda 
against the whole system of ideas of " nationalisation," 
"paternalism," etc. The relevant American literature 
has even provided its original "standard work" on the 
subject: the book by Mark L. Requee on the "Relation 
of Government to Industry," (N.Y., 1925). In distinc
tion from German or British literature, in the American 
brand all State capitalism is still benevolently simply 
confused with socialism and even with "Bolshevism," 
the economic bankruptcy of which is necessarilv cited as 
the classic argument against all direct econom{c activity 
on the part of the State. · 

But ignoring the fact that in separate spheres (first 
and foremost in the question of the commercial fleet, 
where the most contemporary interests of American im
perialism are being revealed) t after all kinds of experi-

* The authors of the Liberal memorandum perhaps did 
not notice that the pr·e-requisite of the ·realisation of so 
extensive (and in its ·Own way "revolutionary") a programme 
was in British conditions bound to be the rise of some super
powerful, super-resolute government, some Fascist or semi
Fascist government, which, saving capitalism by force 
against its •own impotence, distinteg·ration and routine, 
would simultaneously give this process of "social salvation" 
a social-Cresarist tinge ; consequently we here have before 
us Liberalism'.s unavowed dream-of Fascism. 

t The "Merchant Marine Act". of 1920 provides for a 
subvention of 125 million dollars .for the construction ·of ·a 
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ments and vacillations the idea of direct initiative and 
activity on the part of the State has not ceased to trouble 
the minds of the ruling Republicans ; ignoring this we 
note that in the first place never has the "fusion" of 
trustified capital with the State machinery achieved such 
dimensions as in those same United States, which is 
only another form of essentially the same process 
("economy" is swallowing up and enveloping the 
"State" more than it is being swallowed by the State) . 
We note secondly that in no other country do we find 
such colossal schemes for the direct interference of the 
State in economic life as in America (as for example, 
the· well-known proposed legislation of Mac-Neary
Hogan, defended by the representatives of agrarian in
terests), never has the regulation of economic life so 
swiftly reached enormous dimensions ; although in 
accordance with all the conventional American economic 
and State doctrine it has mainly developed in the form 
that in the external political practice of the States has 
obtained the high-sounding title of "binding sugges
tions." All these facts compensate in great degree for 
the absence of forms of highly developed State-capital
ism in the narrow meaning of the words. 

'We can observe another type of "compensation" in 
Britain: a manifestation impossible in countries without 
colonies, such as Germany. This form is the very 
direct regulation of the more important spheres of 
colonial raw-goods production and the direct participa
tion of the State in the larger ·colonial enterprises. A~ 
an example of the first we may mention the rationing of 
rubber production, as an example of the second the 
decisive participation of the State in such colonial oil 
enterprises as the "Anglo-Persian." In answer to a 
question in Parliament in March, 1920, according to th~ 
official report, it was stated that the "State is the domi
nant interest in the Anglo-Persian company, holding 
two-thirds of the shares in addition to bonds." Of 
course, "the State does not interfere in the ·commercial 
arrangements of the company, and will not interfere 
unless, which, of course, will never occur, those arrange
ments were to come into conflict with the interests of 
the British Empire." This generally known fact 
(although for some reason unmentioned bv the Liberal 
memorandum) of the closest fusion of the State with the 
most militant of oil capital undoubtedly presents a model 
of the most genuine type of "State capitalism." 

The authors of the Liberal memorandum, in 
endeavouring to compile an exact estimate of all '' public 
concerns" (in which the memorandum includes not only 
enterprises and all forms of State property and that of 
municipalities, but all forms of enterprises with a re
stricted private-economic initiative: thus lumping to
P'ether with enterprises run by the War Department 
the docks, port institutions, the land and water trans~ 
port systems and similar concerns, all forms of co-

commercial fleet. In 1924 a law was passed which gave the 
Shipping Board powers to expend up to 25 million dolla.rs 
specially on the installation of Diesel engines in already 
existing vessels and so on. But these measures have so far 
not justified their expectations, and acoordin~ to our informa
tion governmental circles are oonsiderin~~; the esta.blishment 
of a State oommercial fleet specially for routes between 
the U.S.A. and India, with rthe obvious object of -commercial 
rivalry }Vith Britain in this wealthy British colony). 
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operative societies, societies holding concessions by Act 
of Pat"liament for water, gas and electricity supply, 
railways, the property of universities, schools, charity 
enterprises, etc., also) are themselves startled at the 
results thus obtained. 

A Liberal Catalogue 

In presenting the catalogue of "various types of 
socialised, semi-socialised and other State-regulated 
enterprises," the authors of the memorandum sound the 
warning that : "\Ve think that most readers will be 
astonished by their magnitude and their importance and 
the large proportion of the total capital of the nation 
which they already control." (p. 66.) The memoran
dum estimates the total amount of this proportion at 
four thousand million pounds, and comes to the conclu
sion that this figure "comprises at least two-thirds of 
what could be called the large-scale enterprises of the 
country." (pp. 74-5.) 

As we see, the Liberal catalogue is put together very 
liberally; it is only too evident that the property of 
schools, universities, charitable institutions and similar 
undertakings does not play the same role in the general 
system of national economy as do the large-scale indus
trial factory enterprises, and that too heterogeneous an 
assortment has been dropped into the one stockpot; and 
it is also clear that the terms " socialisation" and " semi
socialisation" are here used somewhat more freely than 
is permissible. The memorandum brings all the 
enumerated manifestations of the development of public
right property and regulative control under the one 
heading of "State Socialism," and with the development 
of this phenomenon in a different form (both in the 
form of growth in the assumption of directly entrepre
neur functions by the State and in the interlinking of 
the most variegated methods of regulation and control, 
joint administration, etc.), we are undoubtedly concerned 
here. Certain of the "socialised enterprises" (in the 
exact meaning of the words) represent colossal economic 
units in Britain also. Out of the total number of 177 
port administrations, directed by independent organs, 
but not on the basis of profit-making, twenty alone repre
sent a capital of approximately one hundred million 
pounds. Out of its receipts the Metropolitan Water 
Board wipes out a capital of 53 million pounds, and so on. 

In this sphere the cbnstruction of houses with the 
financial participation of the State and municipal 
governments is in a special category. This form of 
building activity has reached unprecedented dimensions 
not only in Germany, but in Britain also. During the 
last few vears about one million new houses have been 
built in Britain, of which approximately half the num
ber have been erected with State aid. In the last vear 
alone according to the official figures more than a qu~rter 
of a million houses (272,ooo) were built, of which 
15,,77q .were State-aided• But building activity in Ger· 
many has passed into the hands of public-right bodies 
in far greater degree than in Britain. The significance 
of this one fact alone is simplv enormous. "The annual 
turnover of the German building industry," writes G. 

* The exact figures of houses built with State aid (in 
round numbers) are in 1919 (building) year 715; 1920, 28,000; 
1922. 101,000; 1923, 67,000; 1924. 18,000; 1925, 67,000. 1926 
106,000; 1927, 153,000. ("Times," November lOth, 1927.) ' 
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Stolpert "before the war amounted to six milliard marks, 
of which almost half went for the building of houses. 
And a prepond::=rant proportion of industrial edifices now 
certainly come within the sphere of activity of public
supply bodies (electricity, gas and similar enterprises) . 
This will give some idea of what it means to subject 
building activity to social-economic influence. This item 
alone connotes the administration of one-eighth of the 
national income." 

·~--------------- ------
t "Das Deutsehe WiJ·tsehafis-PJ·ohlPilJ." 1911:1. pp. 20/21. 

Act">Ording w the Liheml x1emomndum British "Building 
Soeieties," working on the l•asis of old, pre-war laws, handle 
ten per cent. of the total sum of national savings. 

Confessions of Angelica 
ANGELICA BALABANOFF: Reminiseences and Experi-

ences. Berlin, 1927 ; pp. 300. 

M ADAME RALABANOFF'S memoirs, in whieh she 
represents ht•rself as a kind of priva.te Commuuist, 
have heen given a very \Yarm reception both hy the 
social-democratie and the hom·geois press. The 

author has been glorified as a pm·e .soul, an idoolistit~ 
dreamer, who revolted a~ainst thP grim reality of militant 
Communism and had thf' courage to come ottt openly in 
1·evolt against it. 

The hook teems with more o1· less authentic anecdotes, 
hut we shall waste no time discussmg thei1· value or otherwise 
for anti-Bolsht-vik propag-anda. What interests us most is 
whether Madame Balahanoff's hook is of an.r special value 
as a eontrihution to the history of the fairly extensive period 
l'nvered by her "Reminiseenees and Experiences." We must 
admit that the answer to this is in the negative. 

An Pxtremely pretentious <~hapter entitled "By Wav of 
·an Autohiogmph~·." serves .as an intJ·odtwtion to the book. 
He1·e the author gives us a .hymn of praise to her modesty 
and timidity, and cumpa1·es her method of writing her 
memoirs with that of Behel, Kropotkin and Jean Jacques 
Rousseau. It is true that there is a eertain simil111rity he
tween Bahthanoff's memoirs and those of Rous.seau's con
fessions. As is genet·all~· known, Jean Jacques confesses to 
hein~ addicted to a bad practice, whieh took the place of 
the normal human functions. Angelica's public life as 
described by he1· resembles political onanism. Egocentric 
(a word which she uses vet·~· often in reference to others), 
in love with herself like Narcissus, she continually comes in 
contact with people and things, philosophises and makes 
psychological deductions without understanding in the least 
wh111t these all mean. 

We get a typical example of her men tali tv in her remarks 
ah<>ut .Mussolini, to whom she devotes seven\! chapters. f.ihe 
was editorial .secretary of the "Avanti" at the time when 
Mussolini was editor in chief. She relates that, "my joint 
work with ~Iussolini gave me continual proofs of his weak
nesses. He never \\'I'Ote an article, OJ' came to a decision 
without asking for advice, and I do not recall one instance 

In distinction from Cermany, the public-supply 
bodies have in Britain penetrated into the spheres 
of banking activity least of all. But it is all 
the more characteristic that it was only neces
sary for the activities of the bank founded in 
Birmingham in 1919 to be successful for it to arouse 
pronounced hostility on the part of interested circles 
towards municipal banks. As one was bound to 
expect, the Committee for investigation of the question 
set up in 1926 by the Treasury, with Lord Bradbury 
at its head, decisively pronounced against munici
pal banks, as presenting a certain danger to the 
national credit. 

(To be continued.) 

in whil'h he did not take m~· point <>f view." (p. 80.) "Often 
later, I rep1·oaehetl m,vself for this decision (to resign the 
position on the "Av.anti"), because I kn<>w how external cir
eumstances affect wPak people, and how chance causes, pre
\'Pnts, or dPstroys, as the ease may he. In view of the fact 
that 1 have since that Lime ascertained .that Mussolini greatly 
feared his own weakness, and that, without ever saying so 
llllteh in words, he haLl handed over to me the conti·ol and 
t·e~;ponsihility for himself, I feel that things might have heen 
Jiffcrent had I listetwd to the persuasions <>f comrades in 
the Party executive and continued to work on the "Avanti." 
.... As long as 1 w.as on the "Avanti" Mussolini was never 
alone in an~· sense of the word." (p. 88.) And then agam 
she says: "Perhaps things would have been different if at 
that time then• had been some one nea1· him, whom he knew 
ohserved and saw through him, and whose irony anJ responsi
bility he feared.'' ( p. 89.) 

It is generally kn<>wn that the length of Cleopatra's nose 
played a decisive part in Roman hist<Jry. Therefore, had the 
strong Angelica (who in ever~· second line talks about her 
~Iarxist outlook) deeided to remain somewhat longer at the 
sidP of the weak Mussolini, who knows but ltaly would have 
heen spared Fascism, or at least another Duce would have 
had to he found. 

This "~f81rxist" Cleopwtra sums up her opinion on the 
role of Mussolini as follows: He differs from the other leauers 
of reaction by the fact that he does not represent the in
terests of a class or of any .ideology, he simply wants to 
dr<l\m in hlood all that recalls Socialism. (pp. i!tlti-7.) 

Another exa.mple of the ".Marxism" of this writer of 
memoirs is to be found in her estimation of Italy before 
the war: "It was undouhtedlv the freest and most demo
eratic country . . . because ·.the bourgeoisie d1d not vet 
possess any class-consciousness." (p. 27.) • 

}iadame Bala.banoff g<>es into grewt details about the 
utterances of great men who are now dead, such as bebel, 
J am·es, Lenin, especially as reg-ards herself. Be bel said to 
her in Basle in 1912 : "When I hear you comrade, I think 1 
can visualise the entire International." (p. 53.) Lenin re
feJTed to her as ''the most illustrious member ,r •'- ~ Com
munist International.'' (p. 263.) Professor Antonio Labriola, 
the famous philosopher, said to her shortly before he died: 
"In Ita]~· I am the executor of Marx; when I die, you will 
be mine." (p. :-19.) Her relations with Georg Plekhanov an 
desct·ihed in great detail and in conclusion she adds: 
"Although it may sound strange, still I am sure that external 
conditions influenced Plekhanov's attitude (to the war): he 
was in Paris just as this town was threatened with invasion 
1:~- the German troops." (p. 65.) 

Madame Balabanoff "is sure." Her conjectures as to 
the t>ossihle attitude of Bebel are no less profound than her 
explanation of Plekhanov's attitude to the world war. She 
writes: "Peot>le often discuss what Bebel's attitude to the 
war would have heen. One thing 1 am certain of, and tha.t 
is that he could not have suJ·vived the bren.kdown of the 
International, the complete ilnpotence of the Ge·rman Pa1·ty, 
and the discord within the Labour movement." In this 
pompous manne~· she. makes the st1:1pid statement, whieh is 
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impossihle of eonfirmation th:tt. if Hebel had not tlied before 
Aug-us•t 4th, Hll4, he would haYe died immediatelY after this 
date as a victim of the first davs of the war. "~he. is eertain" 
-how interesting- and instnH:tive' 

Madame Ba:ahaHofi flaunts her "intransio-cant" and un
bending attitude dming- the struggles before the war, especi
ally in the ranks of the Italian Labour movement. Her 
psychologital elucidation~ of the eomluet of her opponents, 
th.e It:1lian revisi<>nists, :Fe typical. 8he rpfers to them 
With sueh warmth ; she w:ts charmed with the "refined ideal
ism of the c_ollective soul of the Italians" (p. 20), with the 
"tolemnee whieh both the Italian masses and their leaders 
always displayed." ( p. 32.) 

The ·reader may easily gt' rss what I i a! ian leader is meant 
when she writes: "He mav well he l·onsidered one of the 
most passionate accusers of the hourgcois order. No sin()'le 
~~ontradietion, no shady side, no hyp·otrisy within the capit~l
I~t .system estapes his penetrating gla~we, the sharp ir·ony of 
his eloquenee or of his masterly pen. He was :thle as no 
other has dope to formulate his irreconcilahle protest against 
the bourgems order, and to express his inexhaustihle belief 
in :::lociahsm. ·' "Every wOt·k he has written is imbued with 
deep social pathos, which only one can possess who lives for 
his 'Weltanschauung' (world-vision) and that a Socialist 
one." ( p. 32-33.) 

These empt~· hymns ·of praise refer to no other than the 
lea?~r of the Italian revisionists and reformists, the theo
re.tician <>f dass collaboration with the bourgeoisie, the old 
adherent of Bernstein, Filippo 'furati. "Intransigeant" 
Angelica explains his reformism on the hasis of this char
acterisB~tion, as "petty human errors, easily understood." 
"That same critical attitude and love of truth, which caused 
him_ to accept Socialist idoology and to break with his hour
gems past as no other had done ; this critical faculty made 
him, like man.'· of his countrymen, resort to acts and state
ments B~hsolutel.v contrary to his activities and which he 
would recall with equal candour on the f<>llowing day. His 
hattred for demagogy often made him use words which he 
would not have used under different (·irc:umstances. He has 
always be~n .·1~nxious th_at the workers should have a feeling 
of _responsibility, !'lspecially when the1·e was any question of 
stnkes and such hke, a_nd that ~he~· should see every episode 
o~ the class stiyggle m ~he hght <>f the general point of 
view of revolutiOnary traming and praetice. His virtues
hatred ·of demagogy ; indifference to public opinion contempt 
f.or popularity-often become vices for these very' reasons." 
( p. 33.) The crowning point in this psychol<>gical-dialectic 
twaddle is the following conclusion : "It may seem a paradox 
-but Turati was not meant for politics, especiallv not for an 
active pai:t !n a democratic revolutionary party', which im
pose·s disciplme as one of the most imp-ortant duties." 8urelv 
the good soul was thinking of herself when she was writing 
all this? 

But the angelic Angelica also finds words of approval 
for Bissolati, the most objectionable type of .renegade, who 
in 1912 was expelled from the S<>cialist Pal'ty because of his 
open support of the Tripoli annexation. She writes: "This 
unselfish, brave and courteous man, who .had devoted his 
knowledge and his great capacitv to the .servi<:es of the 
awa~ening Labour movement (p. 39. ), then changed his point 
of VIew, but not so as to make a career <>r as a traitor." 
This "unselfish, br-ave and courteous" heroine discovers a 
pie·ce of herself in every traitor and renegade. In the words 
of Goe,the : "He who would understand the poet, must go to 
the poet's c<>untry." 

The elementary truth and honesty ·of our ganulou:; 
cousin-she points out on each of the 300 pages of this book 
her unbounded love of truth and exceptional honestv as he·r 
basic qualities-is p~t to the m<>st glaring test hy her state
ments about Serrati. M·adame Balahanoff deserted Russia 
and Communism because she was not in agreement with the 
split in the Italian Socialist Party, which took ·place in 1921. 
The leadership of the Communist International was of 
opinion that in accordance with the 21 conditions, ·adopted 
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at the Second World Congress, the definitelv reformist wing 
of the Italian Socialist Party, under the leadership of 'l'urati, 
should he expelled from the International. 'l'his was all the 
more necessary in view of the fact that there was .a revolu
tionar.'· situation in Italy, where the party was encumbered 
with a g1·o~p w~ich not only preached class collaboration, but 
also practised It and theref-ore could not pos'Bibly fulfil the 
•role <>f _the vanguard of the proletal'iat. Serrati was against 
the. spht at that Lme. In October, 1921, when .. given the 
ehoiee _at the Milan ~arty Congress: with or against Turati, 
he decided for Turat1. But in September, 1922, he saw his 
mistake and seceded from the reformists. He and his group 
joined the Communist Party of Italy. When a few ye.ars 
later he died, he died as a faithful soldier of the C.I. and 
of the -revolution in Fas·cist Italv. 

Ralahanoff, that great lover ~of truth, is excessive in her 
praise of Serrati dt~ring his period of v.acillation, 1920-21. 
IHtt she is ahsolutely silent as to all that happened later, and 
does not refer to the fad that he himself admitted that his 
attitude at that time was a mist.ake and condemned it as 
such. She makes no mention in a hook published in 1927 
of his a•·tivities d\ll·ing his later years. At the time when 
Serrati joined the Party, at the most difii·cult moment and 
when trillll1Jl•liW c 1' asei~m was hombarding the Party, 
Madame Halah.woff contmued on her path into the maze 
of the deserters. 

Madame Balabanoff gives other reasons beside the 
Italian question, for her desertion to the ranks of the 
renegad~s. She ad.mits th~~:t she was in agreement with 
the basis of the diCtatorship of the proletariat, but the 
method of dealing with it in Russia was not to her taste · 
she recognised the revolu·tiouary terror but she would hav~ 
preferred a kind of Angelic-a at the h~ad of the Tcheka to 
Fe_li~ Dzherj~nsky. 'Y~ilst other Commissars enjoyed 
pnvllege~ durmg the CIVIl War and famine, she, Angelica 
starved m secret ; and even now she finds it hard to write 
about this. The entire work of the leadership <>f the C.I. 
from 1919-20 centred aro~nd Zinoviev's intrigues against 
Balabanoff ; they were ~ll Jealous .of her fame, the glory of 
her name and her prestige ; altogether the whole revolution 
was spoiled by bad characters· that is the "tra()'edy"-to 
use this. actress' favol!rite worcl-of the whole thing. Hut 
what pams her most IS that Lenin, who often realised the 
truth and uDderst<>od how to value Angelica Balabanoff 
suffereu it all, even joined the others and once on behalf 
of Zinoviev commissioned her to do so~ething objectionable. 

The only one, with reservations, for whom she could 
have any respect, was Trotskv. 

What could a person wit'h the name of Angelica Bala
hanoff do under such circumstances I 

"F<>r anyone to whom the future, the honour of the 
W?rking cl:ass is no empty phrase, who will not commit a 
cnme agamst her own revolutionary honour, such a one 
must leave the ranks of the Communist International in 
order to make a stand for the principles of Communism 'and 
win the masses for its final aim." (p. 233.) 

And the path to the final aim ? 
. "The .events <>f the past few years have strengthened me 
m my behef that there is only one way that leads to Social
ism and that is the path of truth." (p. 277.) · 

"Future generation!! will find this way." 
Perchance some one may remark : Is that the Angelica 

Balabanof!, the secre~ry of Zimmerwald, the first secretary 
of the Third InternatiOnal, as she repeatedly refers to her
self? She played suc_h. a great historical role only to expose 
herself now as a ndiCuJ.ous, bourgeois not even clever 
garrulous aunt, in love with herself. ' ' 

But we should not go to her for the truth about the 
role which she played. Since she knew a half-dozen lan
guages perfectly and was a tolerable orator she was able 
to be of use in the ranks <>f a movement ~nd a Party as 
translator and temperamental agitB~tor, and even "play a 
role." But sh~ wa~ted to make herself independent. This 
was not a brilhant Idea. And now what the narrow family 
circle knew about her, the whole world knows. · 

H.W. 
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